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Executive Summary - RAR - SNVMV

Sarojini Naidu Vanita Maha Vidyalaya was accredited with B++ grade by NAAC in 2005 and

now with great pleasure we submit our RAR, recording our progress since then. We are proud to

present the outstanding achievements of our students and staff members in the last 5 years,

which are reported in accordance with the guidelines laid down in the NAAC Manual on Re-

Accreditation.

Our institution has imbibed the mission of NAAC with great enthusiasm to initiate, nurture,

sustain and enhance quality education. Majority of the students of this college are first generation

learners which is highly challenging.   Our College has taken a serious note of the various

suggestions for improvement given in the Peer Team Report of NAAC in 2005 and has worked

sincerely to bring about the necessary improvement.

Criterion 1: Curricular Aspects

The mission of the college is to empower women through committed patterns of instruction in

pace with the changing needs of the times with the avowed objective of the college to provide

quality education to students from all strata of the society.

The College, being affiliated to Osmania University, has to conform to the norms set by the

State in matters of administration and instruction. Within the broad framework of a set curriculum,

the college addresses itself to a wide range of students’ needs by introducing new self financed

structure to meet the ever changing requirement and employability like B.Sc. and

B.Com.Computers, B.Sc. Applied nutrition courses to name a few.  This is further sustained by

its staff members rendering diverse services on academic bodies of the Affiliating and other

Universities involved in updating syllabi from time to time.  The range of programmes offered

at the College is - 22 UG, 7 PG, 2 MPhil and 2 PhD departments. Along with Four Add-On

courses along with its conventional range in Nutrition, Tourism and Hospitality under the IGNOU

convergence scheme and Five Para Medical Diploma Programmes. Foreign students are enrolled

with the permission of the affiliating University. The academic events that include conferences,

seminars, symposia and exhibitions held in the College are well-attended. This is deemed to be

positive feedback from both the parents as well as the students. The links of the College with

major research institutes, advanced academic initiatives as major/minor research projects funded

by UGC are other features worthy of mention.

Criterion II: Teaching – Learning – Evaluation

The appointment of teachers to the College is through the Government’s selection committee.

As there is a ban on recruitment during the past two decades, 90% of faculty is appointed by the

Management.  Selection of students is made strictly on merit. Reservation norms are applicable

to students from the disadvantaged sections of the society.

Majority of the teachers are paper setters, examiners, resource persons and coordinators of

academic and student services. The remedial coaching is given to slow learners to overcome
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learning issues.  Power point presentations, assignments, projects, quizzes and personality

development initiatives are a part of the instruction. Although mentoring is not the usual practice,

teachers do play an active role in helping students resolve issues both academic and personal.

The College follows the almanac of Osmania University. Its library is well-equipped and is

complemented by the departmental libraries. Modern teaching methods using the Internet, LCD

and laptop computers are increasingly employed in the classrooms. Academic progress is assessed

through class tests. Grievances are redressed through a Redressal Cell.

Criterion III: Research, Consultancy and Extension

Research is vibrant in the campus with more than 14 research fellows and more than Rupees 2

Cr funding from bodies like UGC, ICMR, DST, CSIR, APCOST, AESSR, APSCHE  Faculty is

encouraged in research by the Management.

Modern research laboratories in Botany and Zoology with latest equipment and Internet

connection are the major facilities currently available. 7 research guides, 4 research departments,

2 major research, 3 minor research projects and 50 publications in journals make the College a

conducive centre for research.

NSS and NCC have active units in the College. The former has four units and the latter has one

unit attached to the A.P Directorate.

Criterion IV: Infrastructure and Learning Resources

The College has a sprawling campus with 65 rooms, 36 labs, well-equipped and 3 libraries with

reprographic facilities for augmenting teaching/learning.  www.snvanita.org, the official website

of the College is updated frequently. Complying with a recommendation of NAAC, the College

has computerized and also started the first phase of digitization of the libraries. The various

academic and co-curricular cells of the College add momentum to its tenor of functioning. The

Anti Ragging, Career Guidance and Placement and Redressal Cells have specific roles towards

contributing to the tradition of this institution.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

Various kinds of scholarships, endowment awards, and prizes instituted by the College motivate

the students to excel in their studies. The pass percentage is commendable. About 20 per cent of

those who pass the graduate exams opt for higher studies, 20 per cent for employment, 12 for

self- employment and six for other means of living. Interactions of students with rank holders,

meritorious alumni contribute a lot to the academic framework of learning.

The student support system comprises a plethora of extra curricular activities.  The NSS has

been rendering yeomen services with the concept “NOT ME BUT YOU”.

The NCC unit has been much acclaimed in A.P for its consistent contribution to the institution

as well as to the A.P. Directorate.
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Vanita has been the training ground for hundreds of national and international sports person
over the years.  The counselling centre addresses itself to the personal, professional needs of the
students with active support from the Jawahar Knowledge Centre and a Placement Cell working
in tandem. ‘Earn while you Learn’ and Short Term Courses in Tailoring, Interior Decoration,
Mehendi Designing, Fabric Painting, Baking are other services provided by the Centre. Sangeeth
Vanita imparts training in Classical music and dance. Our college is an associate of Vivekananda
Institute of Human Excellence.

Criterion VI: Governance and Leadership

At the apex is the Governing Body in charge of the developmental and the administrative matters
of the institution. The State Government’s related departments also aid in these matters. The
Principal is the administrative head assisted by the Vice Principal. The members of the Governing
Body are nominated by the OGA and the Exhibition Society.  The administrative functions of
the College are carried out more in a participatory manner than in a decentralized one. The
departments are given restricted autonomy – in the matter of fixing work schedules and engaging
classes.

The College has a Grievance Cell for its employees. However, any issues of grievance coming
up are routed through the Principal to the GB for necessary action. The academic and
administrative process is decentralized.  A number of committees comprising faculty members
cater to the academic and non academic matters.  The management provides opportunity to the
faculty members to avail Faculty Development Programmes and Refresher Courses and
Orientation Programmes.

Criterion VII: Innovative Practices

An Internal Quality Assurance Cell has been constituted to sustain as well as monitor the quality
of teaching, learning and its wide spectrum of activities.

The Research Committee of the College has a significant role to play since more than 35 of its
staff members are doctorate degree holders and many others are pursuing their research. The
IQAC also monitors the quality initiatives of all the teaching departments and meets at least
twice a year to evaluate and suggest academic/research plans. The Osmania University has an
Academic Staff College that runs orientation/refresher courses regularly for the teaching staff. It
is obligatory for the staff to undergo a fixed number of both the courses to be eligible for
promotion.

The Alumni Association serves as a platform for interaction between alumni, teachers and students.
There has been a constant and untiring endeavor of the institution to Internalize the Core values
of NAAC:

Contribution to National Development

Ensuring equity and increasing access to higher education are a few ways by which our institution
is trying to contribute towards the National development.  With the student centric aim of

educating, empowering and liberating women contribute immensely towards this end.
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Our NCC and NSS units develop among our students a sense of discipline, team spirit and

dedication to the nation building. NCC Units regularly organize training camps and Workshops.

The participation of the cadets in National level camps and events enhances communal harmony,

sense of National integration and unity and cultural exchange. The adventure activities make the

youths strong to face the challenges.  Besides an array of orientation and awareness programmes,

contemporary socio-economic issues, national building endeavors undertaking by the college.

Fostering Global Competencies

Vanita has been swift in introducing and imbibing new trends and technologies with a global

perspective. Several new courses in keeping with the requirement of job market have been

introduced like Microbiology, Biotechnology, and Computer Science.  National / State level

Seminar / Conference are regularly conducted on a yearly basis and encourage students to present

papers in these Seminars on small projects carried out by them under the guidance of teachers.

This helps induces interest in research among them.

Inculcating Value Systems

The college has always stood for academic excellence even while inculcating value systems.

Our college is associated with Vivekananda Kendra. Volunteers from this centre conduct programs

and examinations for our students to teach “Swami Vivekananda’s Thoughts”.  Various lectures

are also arranged on different topics related to social awareness, gender equality, woman

empowerment and moral values.

Promoting the Use of Technology

Most of the spiraling developments can be attributed to the impact of science and technology.

Our college has effectively taken into cognizance the use of modern tools and technological

innovations for teaching learning and governance. Well equipped computer labs, audio-visual

rooms, auditorium, centralized internet connectivity and computers in every department are part

of the infrastructural facilities. The Administrative office and examination cell are fully

computerized. The college website enhances the networking and dissemination of information

to the students, parents and other stakeholders.

Quest for Excellence

The institution strives towards on all round development of students and quality enhancement

of teachers and learners. Constant introspection and assessment of strengths and weaknesses aid

in the sustenance and enhancement of quality education. Feedback from the Industry, Alumni

and Peers from other educational institutes also enables the institution to introspect and evolve

further. The management has taken every effort to provide excellent infrastructural facilities to

the faculty and students in order to develop global competencies and level of excellence.
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Criterion I

Curricular Aspects

1.1 Curriculum Design and Development

1.1.1 State the vision and mission of the institution, and how it is communicated to the

students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders?

VISION: Educating and Training young women for a challenging future in the dynamic

e-world through value based guidance in a wide spectrum of disciplines for holistic

development.

MISSION: Educate, Empower and Liberate

Goals &Objectives:

� Quality education for personality development.

� Education for elevation of status of women.

� Education endowed with purpose and vision to be ideal mothers and citizens.

� Imparting education that is functionally useful and relevant to meet the growing

demands of the present society.

The vision and mission of the institution is communicated to students teachers, staff

and stakeholders through :

� The college website which highlights the vision and mission of the institution

� College prospectus with the vision and mission distributed to the applicants seeking

admission into various courses.

Criterion I
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� An Orientation programme on the first working day with vision and mission displayed

through the power point presentation given to the students admitted into I year.

� The Fresher’s and Farewell parties arranged for the First and Final year students

respectively wherein the awareness of the vision and mission of the college is further

enhanced.

� The display boards in classrooms, labs, library, staff rooms, office, sports and games

room, corridors and in the hostel convey a detailed idea of the vision and mission.

� The annual college magazine creates a better understanding of the vision and mission

among the stakeholders and the readers.

� Seminars organized by various departments and the souvenirs released on these

occasions highlight the vision and mission.

� Principal’s annual report during the Annual College Day celebrations further publicizes

the vision and mission.

� The Sports Day celebration also highlights the vision and mission of the college.

� Topics for essay writing and debate competitions are vision and mission centric.

1.1.2 How does the mission statement reflect the institution’s distinctive characteristics

in terms of addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve,

institution’s traditions and value orientation?

Sarojini Naidu Vanita Maha Vidaylaya was mainly started with a view to provide

opportunities for higher education to women in the twin cities as the educational facilities

for women at that time were limited.  The institution which started with

Criterion I
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7 students and 3 courses of PUC, B.A & B.Sc has risen presently to the post graduation

level learning with around 3000 students.

� Since inception it has been our endeavour to empower women through value based

education and imbibe the qualities of honesty and integrity in them.

� The institution offers conventional courses at U.G level in Arts, Commerce and

Science and also advanced Self-financing courses in Microbiology, Electronics and

Computer Science.

� New courses of Biotechnology, Biochemistry and Applied Nutrition and Public

Health were introduced keeping in view the changing trends in the society.

� At  P.G level M.A (English), M.Com, M.Sc (Botany, Zoology, Organic Chemistry,

Physics) and M.B.A are offered.

� Job guaranteed Add-on Diploma Courses in collaboration with MEDWIN Institute

of Medical Sciences from 2009 and IGNOU Certificate courses under the

Convergence Scheme from 2008 have been introduced to empower the students and

liberate themselves from any kind of deprivation.

� The institution strives to provide educational opportunities at a minimal cost to

students hailing from different socio-economic cultural backgrounds and make them

self supportive.

� The vision and mission of the institution is purposeful in the present commercial

scenario.

� Besides academics, adequate extra curricular activities like sports, games, martial

arts, yoga, counselling, and performing arts are provided to meet the requirements

of mind and body.

� NSS and NCC activities also help in the reflection of the mission.

Criterion I
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1.1.3 Are the academic programmes in line with the institution’s goals and objectives?  If

yes, give details on how the curricula developed / adopted, address the needs of the

society and have relevance to the regional/national and global trends and development

needs? (Access to the Disadvantaged, Equity, Self Development , Community and

National Development, Ecology and Environment, Value Orientation, Employment,

ICT introduction, Global and National Demands and so on.)

� The academic programmes offered in the institution are in tune with the changing

needs of the society which are updated from time to time and also by introducing

new courses.

� The admissions are in accordance with the stipulated roaster system of the Government

of Andhra Pradesh.  Irrespective of the socio-economic background of the students,

academic and extra curricular activities are made available to one and all.

� Apart from the regular academic schedule, the institution offers other developmental

activities like NSS, NCC, Sports, Yoga, Karate and Gym workouts.

� Community and National development activities are taken up by the NSS units of the

institution.  A few villages like Bornapally and Jagannathapuram have been adopted

under the National Extension Scheme.  In addition, NSS has adopted four villages,

Qutubullapur, BataSingaram, Anajpur and Majeedpur and are serving the needs of

the orphanages, blind, deaf and dumb, leprosy and old age homes.

� The staff of the college contribute towards various community development

programmes in cash and kind.

� Health camps are also conducted for these disadvantaged sections of the society.

� To maintain ecological balance the institution, particularly the NSS units have been

conducting awareness programmes on cleanliness of the surroundings.  As part of

the

Criterion I
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� curriculum under Environmental Studies, the students are discouraged from using

plastic bags/items and encouraged to make paper, cloth and jute bags.  AP Pollution

Control Board and District Collector on the eve of Vinayak Chaturdhi created

awareness among the students about using natural material and colours (free from

chemicals) for the making of Ganesh Idols.

� In general the importance of cleanliness and maintenance of building, plantation of

trees is communicated to the students on a regular basis.  Celebration of World

Environment Day and Earth Day by planting trees is a part of the programme.

� The institution arranges various awareness seminars on topics like Personality

Development, Human Rights, Protection of Female Foetus, Nutrition, Health & Diet,

Communication Skills, Communal and Social Harmony, HIV-AIDS, Women

Trafficking and Cancer Eradication to enrich the values of students and teachers.

� Our institution is an associate of Vivekananda Institute of Human Excellence for

imparting character building values. The students are sent to Ramakrishna Math on

a regular basis for participating in various youth programmes.

� The NSS units are actively involved in “Earn While You Learn” programmes.

� An active Placement Cell of the college provides required information regarding

employment opportunities to the students by inviting the corporate sector to conduct

campus interviews.

� Our students are also benefited through the JKC programme of Government of A.P.,

which equips the students with the required market skills and offers placements.

� The students and teachers have access to internet and each department is provided

with a computer with latest configuration.

� In keeping with the national / global demands, the institution introduces new

programmes and courses from time to time like Biotechnology, Biochemistry,

Criterion I
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� Microbiology, Applied Nutrition and Public Health. In B.A and B.Com, new topics

are introduced by the university to keep the students abreast of the changes. In English,

Computer Based Test (CBT) has been introduced. A general paper on computers has

been introduced for students lacking computer skills.

1.1.4 How does the curriculum cater to inclusion/ integration of Information and

Communication Technology (ICT) in the curriculum, for equipping the students to

compete in the global employment markets?

The curriculum designed by the Osmania University includes a compulsory theoretical

and practical paper on ICT for students to acquire computer skills. The curriculum in

computers equips the students to compete in the global employment markets.

1.1.5 Specify the initiatives and contributions of the institution in the curriculum design

and development process. (Need assessment, development of information database,

feedback form faculty, students, alumni, employees and academic peers, and

communicating the information and feedback for appropriate inclusion and

decisions in statutory academic bodies, Membership of BOS and by sending agenda

items etc.,)

� Many of the faculty members of the institution are involved in curriculum design as

members of the BOS. Some members have positively contributed to curriculum

development by publishing books and material on various topics concerning their

subjects.

� The present curriculum requires a consistent assessment depending upon the market

trends.

� The annual departmental conferences in various disciplines are a source of information

regarding the curriculum design and development.

Criterion I
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� During the annual departmental conferences of Osmania University, the faculty

members offer their suggestions in curriculum design, development and

implementation.

� Suggestions from the students and academic peers are obtained through interactive

sessions regarding curricular aspects and the same are communicated to the university.

1.2 Academic Flexibility

1.2.1 What are the range of programme options available to learners in terms of Degrees,

Certificates and Diplomas?

The college offers a wide variety of courses ranging from the conventional to the

contemporary for the UG, PG, Certificate and Diploma programmes.

1.2.2 Give details on the following provisions with reference to academic flexibility, value

addition and course enrichment:

a) Core options

b) Elective options

c) Add on courses

d) Interdisciplinary courses

e) Flexibility to the students to move from one discipline to another

f) Flexibility to pursue to programme with reference to the time frame

(flexible time for completion)

a) Core options: UG PG

B.A M.A (English)

B.Com M.Com

B.Sc M.Sc (Botany, Zoology, Chemistry, Physics)

MBA

b) Elective options: B.A (EPP, HSP, HPML & UAS)

B.Com (General and Computers)

B.Sc (MPC, BZC, BMC, ZMC, BBC, Biochemistry, Chemistry

and Applied Nutrition and Public Health, MPCs, MECs)

Criterion I
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c) Add-on-Course: i) Diploma in Anesthesia Technician Training

ii) Diploma in Radio Therapy Technician Training

iii) Diploma in Respiratory Therapy

iv) Diploma in Cardiac Care

v) Diploma in Dialysis Technician Training

d) Interdisciplinary courses : NIL

e) Flexibility to the students to move from one discipline to another: Nil

f) Flexibility to pursue the programme with reference to the time frame (flexible
time for completion)

UG - 3 years

            As per University norms.

PG & MBA - 2 years

1.2.3  Give details of the programmes and other facilities available for international
Students (if any)

Other things being equal, international students are given preference with regard to

accommodation in the hostel. Special facilities are provided to these students according

to their food requirements and academic inadequacies. Extensive interaction is facilitated

to make them feel at home.

1.2.4 Does the institution offer any self-financed programmes in the institution? If yes,
list them and indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference to
admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification and salary etc.,

-Yes-
� B.Com (General and Computers)

� B.Sc (MPC, BMC, ZMC, BBC, BCN, MPCs, MECs)

� Add-on courses :  i) Diploma in Anesthesia Technician Training

         ii) Diploma in Radio Therapy Technician Training

          iii) Diploma in Respiratory Therapy

 iv) Diploma in Cardiac Care

                 v) Diploma in Dialysis Technician Training

Criterion I
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� IGNOU : i)  Certificate course in Food and Nutrition

ii) Certificate course in Tourism Studies

iii) Certificate course in Environmental Studies

iv) Certificate course in Functional English

For admission procedure and curriculum aspects, the rules of the University are followed.

Criteria for teacher qualification remains the same. The fee structure and salary for the

self-financed courses are different. The salary structure depends upon the popularity of

the programme and availability, qualifications and experience of the faculty.

1.3 Feedback on Curriculum

1.3.1 How does the college obtain feedback on curriculum from?

a) Students : Feed back forms

b) Alumni : Alumni registration forms

c) Parents : Formal and informal parent teacher meetings

d) Employers/industries : Elicit opinions on the relevance of the curriculum

 from industries and employers

e) Academic peers: Departmental conferences, meetings of Board of Studies

  and inspections by Osmania University, APSCHE, CCE.

f) Community : Nil

1.3.2  How is the above feedback analyzed and the outcome / suggestions used for

continuous improvements, and communicated to the affiliating university for

appropriate inclusion?

Criterion I
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Based on the information in the feed back forms, the Head of the institution offers

suggestions for improvement in curriculum.  The concerned Heads of the Departments

represent the views of the students, teachers, and parents in the annual departmental

conferences held by the respective departments of the University.  Based on the interaction

with the students, relevant views are conveyed to the concerned academic bodies.

1.4 Curriculum update

1.4.1 What is the frequency and the basis for syllabus revision and what are the major

revisions made during the last two years?

The syllabus for all degree courses is generally revised every 3 years.  The last revision

was done in 2008 for – Degree I year in 2008-2009

Degree II year in 2009-2010

Degree III year in 2010-2011.

For most subjects, there has been reshuffling / revamping of the syllabus in the last 2

years.  The major changes for UG and PG is as follows:

U.G B.A

Economics - Project work -Paper III

Public Administration. – e-Governance - Paper IV

Sociology - Modern India Social Change and development and Social

Issues - Paper III

Sociology  - Application of Sociology and project work – Paper IV

B.COM

Practicals in I, II and III year papers.

B.SC

Mathematics -  Practicals in I, II and III year papers since 2005

Electronics    -  Micro controllers -  Paper IV

Botany   -  New specialization Tissue culture, Biotechnology, Seed-

 technology & Horticulture

Criterion I
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Zoology - Clinical sciences, Biotechnology, Aqua culture – Applied

Biology

Chemistry - Project work in Spectroscopy-Paper IV

          P.G
Botany - Biodiversity of Angiosperms, Phytochemistry,

Biotechnology Medicinal plants – IV semester

Zoology -  Applied Antomology – IV semester

Physics -  Nano Technology– I semester

M.B.A. -  II semester – a) Business Process Reengineering
        b) Decision Support Systems

III semester -  a) Leadership and Change Management (Minor)
  b) Product and Brand Management (Major)
  c) Marketing Engineering (Minor)

    d) Relational Database Management Systems-
       RDBMS (Minor)

IV semester –a) Banking and Insurance (Minor)
 b) Labour Laws and Employee Relations (Minor)

   c) Talent and Knowledge Management (Minor)
   d) Customer Relationship Management (Minor)
   e) E-Business (Minor)

The syllabus revision is based on the UGC guidelines.

1.4.2 How does the institution ensure that the curriculum bears a thrust on core values

adopted by NAAC?

Within the constraints of the University curriculum the institution strives to ensure that

the major thrust is on the core values adopted by NAAC.

� The well qualified faculty of the institution guides and coach the students in the

curriculum designed by the University to enable them to compete at the University/

State/ National level and secure appropriate placements at various levels and thereby

contribute to National Development.

Criterion I
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� Along with the curriculum, lectures, seminars, workshops are organized by the

institution create awareness among the students regarding the global trends and enable

them to compete with other candidates in the job market.  Career Guidance through

placement cell and JKC is available to students.

� ICT based training and basic computer awareness is created through the curriculum

to the students who lack computer knowledge which helps them become computer

literate and online Scholarship applications enables them to use ICT.

� The faculty of the institution encourages the students to appear for competitive

examinations and provides them with the necessary information and guidance. The

students are motivated to improve their qualifications and excel in their respective

fields for career development.

� Inculcation of value system among the students through lectures on human values,

sensitive issues like female foeticide, Dowry, communal and social harmony.

1.4.3 Does the institution use the guidelines of statutory bodies (UGC / AICTE/ State

Councils of HE and other bodies) for developing and / or restructuring the curricula?

Yes, the institution is an affiliated college of Osmania University and the Curriculum is

designed / restructured by Osmania University is followed under the guidelines of

University Grants Commission, All India Council for Technical Education, Andhra Pradesh

State Council for Higher Education, Osmania University and Commissionarate of

Collegiate Education.

1.4.4 How are the existing courses modified to meet the emerging changing national

and global trends?

New programmes are introduced in accordance with job market demand and the feasibility

to meet the changing National and Global trends.

Criterion I
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1.5 Best Practices in Curricular Aspects:

1.5.1 What are the quality sustenance and quality enhancement measures undertaken

by the institution during the last five years in curricular aspects?

� Mandatory presence of external examiners for UG/PG practicals to ensure quality

improvement.

� Obtaining feedback from stake holders through informal contact to obtain information

about qualitative changes required in courses.

� Emphasis on enhancing computer and internet facility.

� Faculty members participate in workshops, seminars, conferences, symposia at

National and International levels organized by our institution and other institutions.

� The faculty members enhance their ability and knowledge by attending orientation

and refresher courses.

� The quality of the curricular aspects is sustained by referring to latest information

and imparting the same to the students.

� Publication of articles in magazines and journals, authoring and co-authoring of

books and course material is another way in which the curricular quality is sustained

and enhanced.

� The faculty members upgrade their qualifications and thereby strive for quality

enhancement of curriculum.

� Educational tours undertaken by various departments are part of the academic culture

of the institution.

1.5.2 What best practices in ‘Curricular Aspects’ have been planned / implemented by

the institution?

        Best practices implemented by the institution are as follows:

� Maintaining professional work ethics, inculcating human values.

� Introduction of Commerce computer lab, English Computer lab.

Criterion I
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� Introduction of Job oriented Add-on Para Medical Courses.

� Introduction of IGNOU Certificate Courses.

� Subscription to e-journals in the MBA library.

� Seminars, workshops, refresher and orientation courses conducted and attended by

the faculty.

� Issue of books using barcode system in PG library / MBA Library.

� Introduction of restructured courses in Biotechnology and Biochemistry.

� Introduction of new course in B.Sc – Applied Nutrition and Public Health &

M.Sc – Physics.

�  Extension/Guest lectures are arranged for the students in various disciplines.

� Assignments, project work, group discussions, oral presentations form a part of the

curriculum.

� Awareness programmes for students and staff on Animal Protection, Human Rights,

Nutrition, Health and Diet, Communication Skills, Communal and Social Harmony,

HIV, AIDS, Women Trafficking, Female Foeticide, Cancer Eradication were

organized by the institution.

� A few members of the faculty have been awarded Ph.D and a few others are on

Faculty Development Programme.

� The Placement Cell has been organizing campus interviews for UG and PG students

by inviting a number of companies from the corporate sector.

� The employability skills of the students are improvised through the efforts of the

Jawahar Knowledge Centre of Government of Andhra Pradesh.

� Research guidance provided by some of the faculty members of the institution.

� Faculty development lectures organized for the staff.

Criterion I
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� Remedial classes conducted for improving the performance of academically weak

students as per the UGC norms.

� Award of Institutional and Osmania Graduates’ Association medals to meritorious

students in various courses and subjects.

� Introduction of short term courses of Beautician and Fashion Designing.

� Computer and Internet access and on-line teacher training and orientation for  faculty

members.

� Some of the faculty members have undertaken major and minor research projects

sponsored by various academic bodies.

Criterion I
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For Re-accreditation:

1. What were the evaluative observations made under Curricular Aspects in the

previous assessment report and how have they been acted upon?

The evaluative observation made under Curricular Aspects in the previous

assessment report was, the college may opt for autonomous status.  This will give

the college the freedom to design and implement programmes of its choice.

Compliance:

The institution has not opted for autonomy.  The college is an aided institution with

92 sanctioned posts.  Due to the superannuation of the senior staff members,

presently there are 27 aided members and the rest of the teaching staff is Management

appointed unaided staff.  There is no consistency and continuation of unaided faculty

members.  Besides this, as the Government of Andhra Pradesh has imposed ban on

recruitment vide G.O.Ms.No.35, there are no regular appointments.  Due to all

these constraints it is difficult to opt for autonomous status. Within the framework

of University norms the college can opt for restructured courses.  The institution

has always ensured to meet the ever changing market trends in the educational

field. New courses like Biotechnology, Applied Nutrition and Public Health and

M.Sc Physics have been introduced to meet the growing demand. The institution

believes in excelling and hence will continue its efforts to provide quality education

to the students
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2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measures

undertaken by the Institution since the previous Assessment and

Accreditation with regard to Curricular Aspects?

� Maintaining professional work ethics, inculcating human values.

� Introduction of Commerce computer lab and English Computer lab in 2008.

� Introduction of Job oriented Add-on Para Medical Courses in 2009.

� Introduction of IGNOU Certificate Courses in 2008.

� Subscription to e-journals in the MBA library.

� Short-term courses in Tailoring, Interior Decoration and Beautician training.

� Personality development and communication skills in collaboration with

Vivekananda Institute of Human Excellence.
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Criterion II

Teaching – Learning and Evaluation

2.1     Admission Process and Student Profile

2.1.1  How does the institution ensure wide publicity to the admission process?

The institution ensures wide publicity to the admission process through:

a. Prospectus – S.N.Vanita Maha Vidyalaya college prospectus

b. Institutional Website – snvanita.org

c. Advertisement in Regional/National Newspapers

Distribution of pamphlets along with local newspapers like Eenadu, Deccan

Chronicle, Saakshi, Indian Express etc.

d. Any other (specify) - Distribution of pamphlets in schools and colleges.

         - Student volunteers.

 - Wide publicity by the staff members

2.1.2   How are the students selected for admission to the following courses? Give the Cut-

off percentage for admission at the entry level.

a) General – Cut-off pass mark in the qualifying Board Examination.

b) Professional- Through Osmania University counselling

c) Vocational- Pass marks

� The procedure for admissions is based on the guidelines issued by the Government of

A.P and Osmania University.

� Admission to UG courses is based on merit in the previous qualifying examinations.

Marginalized groups are given due representation in the admission procedure. (More

than 50% of seats are allotted to SC, ST and BC groups as per the rules of the

Government of India and Government of AP.)
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� The admission to PG courses is through the Common Entrance examination in different

subjects conducted by the Osmania University followed by a centralized counselling

process.

� MBA admissions are based on merit in ICET and centralized counselling.

2.1.3 How does the Institution ensure transparency in the Admission process?

The transparency in the admission process is ensured by the institution through:

� Display of admission lists as per University rules.

� Adherence to reservation policy of the Government.

� Spot admissions based on merit.

2.1.4 How do you promote access to ensure equity?

a) Students from disadvantaged community

To ensure equity, access is promoted by preference to/enrolling Students from

disadvantaged community

Adherence to  Central and State reservation policy for admissions (15% for SC, 6% for

ST, 25%   for BC, 0.5% for sports, 3% for Physically Handicapped – Admissions of the

year 2010-11)

b) Women

The college offers education exclusively to women.

c) Differently-abled by:

� Recording of lectures for the benefit of partially blind students.

� Provision of scribes for blind students in Public examinations

� Lift facility for differently-abled persons.
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d) Economically-weaker sections through:

� Grant of different kinds of scholarships as per Central and State Government rules.

� Grant of scholarships by the institution – a) Poor Students Aid Fund

                               b) Vanita Vidya Sahakaram

� Extending fee concessions to meritorious but economically weaker sections

� Golden Jubilee Scholarship for students with 90% marks and above from this year

e) Sports personnel by providing

Admissions based on sports quota as per Government rules and merit- based  Preference.

f) Any other (specify)

100% free education for the children of Class IV employees of the institutions sponsored

by Osmania Graduates’ Association and Exhibition Society.

2.2 Catering to Diverse Needs

2.2.1 Is there a provision for assessing the students’ knowledge and skills before the

commencement of the programme? If yes, give details on the strategies of the

institution to bridge the knowledge gap of the incoming students for enabling them

to cope with the programme to which they are enrolled.

Yes.

�  The admission committee of the college assesses and evaluates the applications for

admissions into the various courses.
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� Lecturers are deputed to counsel the applicants about the utility of the courses based

on their aptitude and knowledge.

� Parents are counseled about the courses and facilities offered by the college.

2.2.2 How does the institution identify slow and advanced learners? Give details on the

strategies adopted for facilitating slow and advanced learners.

Slow and advanced learners are identified, by:

� Conduct of unit tests and term examinations to constantly monitor the performance

Strategies adopted for facilitating slow and advanced learners are:

� Advising advanced learners to undertake projects and assignments in their curriculum

and general topics. They are also encouraged to present seminars on current topics

in the class, participate in debates, elocutions and quiz.

� Providing advanced reading material to the meritorious students.

2.2.3 Does the institution have a provision for tutorials for the students? If yes, give details.

All the Departments conduct regular remedial classes/tutorial classes for slow learners.

2.2.4 Is there a provision for mentoring of students or any similar process? If yes, give

details.

The institution has initiated mentoring system by assigning 15 to 20 students to one

teacher. The concerned teacher is responsible for the academic improvement of these

students.
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2.2.5 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently-abled students?

The institution understands the problems of the differently abled students and provides

them with the following facilities

� Recording of lectures for the benefit of partially blind students.

� Provision of scribes for blind students in Public examinations.

� Provision of lift facility for differently-abled persons.

2.3 Teaching – Learning Process

2.3.1 How does the institution plan and organize the teaching–learning and evaluation

schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan and evaluation blue print, etc.) The

teaching-learning and evaluation schedules of the institution are planned and

organized in the following ways:

� Academic calendar of Osmania University is strictly followed.

� Before the commencement of the academic year an academic plan is drafted by

respective departments.

� Academic diaries are maintained by the staff which are evaluated by Heads of the

Departments every week.

� At the beginning of the academic year the Principal convenes a staff meeting to draw

an annual blue print of the college activities.

2.3.2 What are the various teaching-learning methods (lecture method, interactive

method, project-based learning, computer-assisted learning, experiential learning,

seminars and others) used by the teachers? Give details.

The following are the various teaching-learning methods used by the teachers in the

institution:

� The teachers mainly use traditional class room lecture method.
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�  The class room lecture is supplemented by interactive learning through field visits,

study tours, projects, exhibitions and case studies, paper presentations, group

discussions, seminars etc.

� Apart from chalk and black board method, computer aided teaching is occasionally

used by teachers.

� Regular question answer sessions are conducted in the class rooms.

� Extension lectures by eminent professors and experts from various fields are arranged

by the departments.

� Biomedical charts and models are widely used by the Departments of Life Science.

� B.A. final year Economics and Sociology students and all the B.Com students submit

projects as part of their curriculum which is followed by viva-voce test.

� Free internet facility is provided to all the students.

� Use of power point presentations for explanation of certain topics.

� Overhead projector and LCD presentations are some other methods.

� Passing in Computer basics is made mandatory.

� 25% marks allocated to Computer Based Test in listening/comprehension skills for I

and II year Degree students in English Language.

2.3.3 How is learning made student-centric? What are the institutional strategies, which

contribute to acquisition of life skills, knowledge management skills and life long,

learning?

Learning is made student-centric by adopting the following strategies:
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� Practical centric learning enables the students to acquire the necessary skills.

� Educational tours are organized by various departments to broaden the knowledge

base of the students.

� Exposure is provided through visits to places like the Legislative Assembly, National

Police Academy, Chartered Accountant’s Offices, local banks, CCMB, IICT and

industries. Students are also encouraged to conduct surveys on subject based issues.

� Additional skills like sewing, painting, designing are imparted through the counselling

centre.

� To improve the employability of students, knowledge-based learning skills are

developed through Jawahar Knowledge Centre.

� The Placement centre provides information regarding the available employment

opportunities. It also facilitates campus interviews for this purpose.

� Research centers of Zoology and Botany encourage research in their respective

fields.

� The Faculty and students keep pace with recent developments in their subjects

through EDUSAT training programmes initiated by M/s Sharelogic.

� Learning is made student centric through cultural, literary competitions, sports and

games, NCC, NSS, and Sangeeth Vanita, which help the students in their all round

development.
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� ‘Earn While You Learn’ programmes are encouraged in the form of Food Festivals,

organized by the students exhibition and sale of handicrafts prepared by them at

opportune moments.

2.3.4 How does the institution ensure that the students have effective learning

experiences?(use of modern teaching aids and Jet tools)

 Following are the modern teaching aids/Jet Tools used in the institution:

� Free internet facility

� LCD/OHP presentations by staff and students

� Biomedical charts and models

� Computer Lab

� Commerce Lab

� Research Lab

� CBT Lab for English

2.3.5 How do the students and faculty keep pace with the recent developments in the

various subjects?

Both staff and students keep pace with the recent developments. The following facts

highlight the same:

� Many of our teachers are members on the Board of Studies of the University. This

enables revision of syllabus according to the changing trends.

� The Staff participate in recording video lessons for Mana TV and radio talks on

relevant topics.

� The Staff attend Orientation and Refresher courses to keep themselves abreast with

the recent developments in the subject and teaching methods.

� Organizing seminars, conferences and workshops in the institution.
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� Participation and presentation of papers at seminars.

� Organizing guest and extension lectures.

� Provision of Placement cell and Jawahar Knowledge Centre for the students.

� Library facility consisting of large number of text books and reference books.

� 8 of our faculty members are recognized supervisors for M.Phil and Ph.D.

2.3.6 Are there departmental libraries for the use of faculty and students? If yes, how

effectively are they used for the enhancement of teaching and learning?

            Yes,

All the Departments maintain departmental libraries. Text books for the economically

weak students are provided from this library. Advanced learners are provided with books

for further reference. A computer with the latest configuration is also provided in each

department for the benefit of the staff and students.

2.3.7 Has the institution introduced evaluation of the teachers by students? If yes, how is

the feedback analyzed and implemented for the improvement of teaching?

Yes, the institution has introduced a procedure for teacher evaluation by students, the

committee under the supervision of the Principal analyses the feedback forms and suggests

remedial measures.
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2.4 Teacher Quality

2.4.1 How are the members of the faculty selected? Does the college have the required

number of qualified and competent teachers to handle all the courses? If not, how

does the institution cope with the requirements?

� Selection of aided and unaided staff is through newspaper advertisement. The college

recruits teachers through selection committees following norms and guidelines

prescribed by the O.U, Government of Andhra Pradesh, UGC and AICTE.

� Among the qualified teachers 23% (35) have Ph.D and 3% (5) have M.Phil degrees.

Around 3% (4) of the staff have completed NET/SLET Examinations

2.4.2 How does the college appoint additional faculty to teach new programmes / modern

areas of study (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)? How many such appointments

were made during the last three years?

The college has the autonomy to appoint additional temporary faculty for new courses.

The appointments made during the last three years are:

� Computer Science-9 members.

� Bio technology/Biochemistry-2 members.

� Applied Nutrition-1 member.

2.4.3 What efforts are made by the management for professional development of the

faculty? (eg: research grants, study leave, deputation to national/international

conferences/seminars, training programmes, organizing national / international

conferences etc)? How many faculty have availed these facilities during the last

three years?
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The fully cooperative and supportive management makes every effort towards the

professional development of the faculty through:

� Study Leave- Permitting staff to proceed on Faculty Improvement Programme.

Presently four faculty members are pursuing there Ph.D under FDP.

� Encouraging staff to attend National and International Seminars, Conferences,

Workshops, Refresher Courses and Orientation Programmes. During the last 3 years

4 members have pursued refresher courses & 3 members orientation programmes.

Faculty members are also sent for other training programmes like Capacity Building

in Women Managers, Project Genesis and Jawahar Knowledge Centre.

� Providing financial support for the departments to organize state/national and

international seminars, conferences and workshops. 23 seminars/ conferances have

been conducted by the Institution.

� Granting permission/concession to pursue research.

2.4.4 Give details on the awards / recognitions received by the faculty during the last five

years?

� 16 teachers received State level awards for teaching and research.

� Many of the staff are trained in reputed centers of learning like Osmania University

Academic Staff College, Central University of Hyderabad Staff College and also

through the sponsored programme of the Commissionarate of Collegiate Education

sponsored Programmes.(List enclosed as per Criterion III)

� Around 6% of the faculty were resource persons and about 80% of the faculty

participated in various seminars, conferences and workshops.

2.4.5 How often does the institution organize training programmes for the faculty in the use of?

a) Computers

b) Internet

c) Audio Visual Aids

d) Computer-Aided Packages

e)  Material development for CAL, multi-media etc.
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� The institution organizes training programmes for the faculty in the use of modern

equipment, computer, internet, audio-visual aids and computer aided packages

depending on the requirement and change in syllabus.

� Use of marker boards apart from blackboards.

� Conduct Orientation and Refresher courses for the faculty.

� EDUSAT training programme conducted by M/s Sharelogic.

2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms

2.5.1 How are the evaluation methods communicated to the students and other

institutional members?

The evaluation methods are communicated to the students on their first day in college

through an Orientation programme. The methods of evaluation followed are:

�  Parent- teacher meetings.

�  Parents of slow learners are invited to discuss the progress of their wards.

� Staff meetings.

� Meetings of the Heads of Departments.

� Meetings with the Management.

2.5.2 How does the institution monitor the progress of the students and communicate it

to the students and their parents?

The institution monitors the progress of the students by:

� Displaying month wise attendance.

� Informing the parents by posting cards.

� Evaluation through monthly tests, term examinations.

� Holding classroom discussions.

Providing relevant tips for taking various examinations.
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2.5.3 What is the mechanism for redressal of grievances regarding evaluation?

Mechanism for redressal of grievances is constantly monitored. The procedure is as

follows:

� Student feedback is taken at regular intervals to address their grievances.

� Floor-wise maintenance of suggestion boxes.

2.5.4 What are the major evaluation reforms initiated by the institution / affiliating

University? How does the institution ensure effective implementation of these

reforms?

� Meritorious students are encouraged through cash awards/ gold and silver medals.

� Academically weak students are tutored by the meritorious students.

� Parents of slow learners are invited to discuss the progress of their wards.

� Remedial coaching is offered to slow learners and SC/ST candidates as per UGC

norms.

� Usage of E-Learning methods to equip the students with the latest technology.

� Encouraging students to participate in extra curricular and extension activities.

� Providing placements through Government sponsored Jawahar Knowledge Centre

Programme.

2.6 Best Practices in Teaching – Learning Process

2.6.1 Detail any significant innovations in teaching / learning / evaluation introduced by

the institution?

� Transparency in admission process.
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� ICT enabled learning environment is created through well established infrastructural

facilities.

� Free internet facility is available to students and staff.

� Well planned academic schedule is followed.

� Teacher evaluation by senior staff and Principal is a regular feature.

� Teacher evaluation by students is effectively analyzed through evaluation of student

feed back forms.

� Continual internal assessment process through unit tests, assignments, project work,

term examinations, seminars and group discussions.
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For Re-accreditation

1. What were the evaluative observations made under teaching-learning and

evaluation in the previous assessment report and how have they been acted

upon?

The evaluative observations made under teaching-learning and evaluation in the

previous assessment report were:

1) Local, State and National level seminars for teachers may be organized.

2) A Language Laboratory may be established for the communication skills

of the students.

3) Orientation Programmes and workshops may be organized for the teaching

faculty to equip them with the innovative techniques of teaching.

Compliance

1) 23 Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized by various departments.

2) Orientation programmes and workshops for the teaching faculty have been

organized in the institution.

3) A Computer Lab has been established for Computer Based Test (CBT) in

listening/speaking comprehension in English. Proposals are underway to

upgrade it to a full-fledged Language Lab.
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2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measures

undertaken by the institution since the previous assessment and

accreditation with regard to Teaching Learning and Evaluation?

 The other sustenance and enhancement measures undertaken by the institution

since the previous assessment and accreditation with regard to Teaching Learning

and Evaluation are:

� The use of ICT-Power Point presentation, LCD and OHP.

�  Organization of orientation programmes on varied topics for the benefit

            of the students / staff.

� Conduct of Botanical / Historical/ Industrial Tours, field trips and Surveys.

� Student evaluation of the teachers based on feedback forms.
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Criterion  III

Research, Consultancy and Extension

3.1 Promotion of Research

3.1.1 Is there a Research Committee to facilitate and monitor research activity? If yes,

give details on its activities, major decisions taken (during last year) and composition

of the Committee?

Yes. A Research Committee is constituted for the purpose of monitoring research activities.

Preparation of Research proposals, utilization of sanctioned amount under various heads

like purchase of equipment, books and journals are some of the activities of the Committee.

The committee resolved to conduct a National Conference in collaboration with Academic/

Research oriented bodies.

Composition of Research Committee:

1) Principal – Chairperson

2) Dr.P.Saroja, Dept. of Chemistry – Member

3) Dr.B.Vani, Dept. of Sanskrit – Member

4) Dr.Ch.Jayashree, Dept. of Commerce – Member

5) Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi, Dept. of Botany – Member

6) Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi, Dept. of Zoology - Member

3.1.2 How does the institution promote faculty participation in research? (Providing seed

money, research grants, leave, other facilities)

The institution promotes active participation of faculty members in Research activities

through

� Exposure to latest trends in research pursuits.

� Providing infrastructural facilities.
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� Grant of permission to faculty members to pursue research.

� Encouraging faculty members to pursue research through Faculty

Development Programmes.

3.1.3 Does the institutional budget have a provision for research and development? If

yes, give details.

Yes.  The institution provides infrastructure, secretarial assistance and other amenities

for research and development.  The sponsoring bodies of the college - Osmania Graduates’

Association, Economic Committee, Exhibition Society- provide financial and technical

support in this regard.

3.1.4 Does the institution promote participation of students in research activities? If yes,

give details.

Yes.  Students are encouraged to participate in research activities, institutional training,

presentation of papers, in conferences and seminars.

This year two students received prizes in National Conference for best poster and paper

presentation. Several other students presented papers in this National Conference.

3.1.5 What are the major research facilities developed on the campus?

The college has two well equipped Research labs in the Departments of Botany and

Zoology. Mulberry plants are grown on the campus to facilitate research in the Department

of Zoology.

 Active research is taken up by the Department of Sanskrit.

 The college also encourages inter disciplinary research.
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3.1.6 Give details of the initiatives taken by the institution for collaborative research

(with national/foreign Universities/ Research / Scientific organizations/Industries/

NGOs)

Faculty members are involved in various capacities in Research:

� As members on Executive Committees for scientific and other associations.

� As members on Editorial Board of National and International Journals.

� As Fellow of Indian Aero Biological Society.

� As Founders of Endowment lectures.

The Institution is initiating collaboration with NGOs / Govt. organizations for research

in the field of Social Forestry and Wild Life.

3.2 Research and Publication output

3.2.1 Give details of the research guides and research students of the institution (Number

of students registered for Ph.D and M.Phil, fellowship/scholarship, funding agency, Ph.Ds

and M.Phils awarded during the last five years, major achievements, etc.,)

M.Phil and Ph.D Supervisors:

1. Dr.B.Vani - M.Phil & Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Sanskrit

2. Dr.Ch.Jayashree – M.Phil Supervisor – Dept. of Commerce

3. Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi – Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany

4. Dr.S.Swarupa Rani - Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany

5. Dr.S.Padmini (Retd.) -  Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany

6. Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi - Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Zoology

7. Dr.K.Satya Parameshwar - Ph.D Supervisor – Dept. of Zoology
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3.2.2 Give details of the following:

a)  Departments recognized as research centres

Departments of Botany and Zoology are recognized research centres

b)  Faculty recognized as research guides

1. Dr.B.Vani - M.Phil & Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Sanskrit
2. Dr.Ch.Jayashree – M.Phil Supervisor – Dept. of Commerce
3. Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi – Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany
4. Dr.S.Swarupa Rani - Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany
5. Dr.S.Padmini (Retd.) -  Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Botany
6. Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi - Ph.D Supervisor – Department of Zoology
7. Dr.K.Satya Parameshwar - Ph.D Supervisor – Dept. of Zoology

c)  Priority areas for research

1. Dr.B.Vani - Department of Sanskrit – Classical literature

2.Dr.Ch.Jayashree – Dept. of Commerce – Marketing &Finance

3. Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi – Department of Botany – Aerobiology &
                  Environmental Biotechnology

4. Dr.S.Swarupa Rani - Department of Botany – Amfungi

5. Dr.S.Padmini (Retd.) - Department of Botany – Medicinal Botany

6. Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi – Dept. of Zoology – Helminthology, Ericulture

7. Dr.K.Satya Parameshwar – Dept. of Zoology – Microbiology,
             Biotechnology
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Criterion III

d)   Ongoing faculty Research projects (minor and major projects, funding from the

Government, UGC, DST, CSR, AICTE, Industry, NGO or International agencies)

On Going Major Projects sponsored by UGC :
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Criterion III

On Going Minor Projects sponsored by UGC :

a) Ongoing student Research projects (title, duration, funding agency, total funding

received for the project).

    NIL

3.2.1  What are the major achievements of the research activities of the institution (findings

contributed to subject knowledge, to the industry needs, community development,

patents etc.,)

Findings of research work and various projects are published in many National and

International Journals.  Staff and Research Scholars present Papers in National and

International conferences, workshops and seminars.  Qualitative research work of the

faculty and research scholars of the institution has fetched recognition in the form of

Gold Medals, Best Technical Paper Awards and Young Scientist National Award.  This

enables the young researchers to achieve good placements.
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� A medical camp was conducted in the institution for the members of the Exhibition

Society, Exhibition Stall holders, staff and students as part of the project work in

Aerobiology.  In this camp consultation for ailments like asthma, allergy and

respiratory problems was also provided.

� During the conferences organized in the institution by the Department of Botany,

Indian system of medicine is popularized through stalls arranged for Aayurveda,

Naturopathy and Herbal medicines.

� Awareness in the community on subjects like cultivation of medicinal and ornamental

plants is created through Poster presentations during the conferences.

� At the Medicinal plant, Nutrition and Nutraceuticals conference, a common platform

was provided for scientists, medical doctors, researchers, public and media to discuss

the usefulness of medical technology, ill effects of chemical / synthetic drugs, benefits

of herbal drugs, nutrition status of Indian woman and measures to be taken for

improving health of women in general.

� Administering herbal drugs for anti helminthic cure has fielded positive results in the

laboratory.  The community will benefit to a large extent if these drugs are given

wide publicity and produced in a large scale by the pharmaceutical companies.

� In the biotechnology work shop organized in the college, usage of stem cells in the

treatment of neuron-degenerative disorders like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson, Diabetes

etc., was highlighted.
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� Research in the field of ericulture is beneficial to farmers as it enables them to reap

huge profits through use of castor leaves as feed for eriworms, oil extraction from

castor leaves and sale of cocoons of eriworms.

3.2.4 Are there research papers published in refereed journals by the faculty? If yes, give

details for the last five years including citation index and impact factor.

NIL

3.2.5 Give list of publications of the faculty

a)  Books

b)  Articles

c)  Conference/Seminar proceedings

d)  Course materials (for Distance education)

e)  Software packages or other learning materials

f)  Any other (specify)

List of publications shall be produced at the time of the Peer Team visit.

3.3 Consultancy

3.3.1 List the broad areas of consultancy services provided by the Institution during the

last five years (free of cost and /or remunerative) who are the beneficiaries of such

consultancy?

NIL

3.3.2 How does the institution publicize the expertise available for consultancy services?

NIL

3.3.3 How does the institution utilize the revenue generated through consultancy services?

NIL
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3.4 Extension Activities

3.4.1 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in

extension activities? (NSS, NCC, YRC and other NGOs).

The institution has four active units of NSS with a strength a of 400 volunteers and an

NCC unit with an enrolled strength of 200 cadets.  In the beginning of every academic

year during the Annual Orientation Programme for the I year students, the concerned

Programme Officers of the NSS units create awareness about the National Service Scheme

On the recommendations of the earlier NAAC Peer Team, National Extension Service

(NES) has also been commenced in 2007. An orientation programme is conducted to the

newly enrolled volunteers about the year long activities of NSS.  An NGO is invited for

this programme to address the newly enrolled NSS volunteers.

One Programme Officer for each NSS Unit is appointed on a rotation basis from amongst

the faculty members for a period of two years.  The other faculty members including

some of the retired staff members participate in the extension activities by contributing

in cash or kind. Under the “Earn while you Learn” scheme the faculty encourages the

volunteers by purchasing the products made by them.

Similarly students are also enrolled as NCC cadets under different wings.  The NCC

Programme Officer gives a brief introduction about the NCC and its activities before

enrollment. The information regarding the different examinations and the various

possibilities of attaining various designations like Junior Under Officer (JUO), Senior

Under Officer (SUO), Lance Corporal (L/Cpl), Corporal (Cpl), Sergeant (Sgt) are stressed

to motivate the students to enroll as NCC cadets.
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3.4.2 What are the outreach programmes organized by the institution? How are they

integrated with the academic curricula?

The outreach programmes of the institution other than the NCC and NSS are conduct of:

� Health camps for staff and students.

� Awareness camps against Cyber Crimes, Mobile Crimes.

� Awareness about Domestic Violence Act and Protection  Women.

� Awareness programmes on HIV, AIDS, Breast Cancer, Female Foeticide.

� Awareness programmes on use of Eco-Friendly / Natural Colours.

A general awarness is created among the students and staff.

3.4.3 How does the institution promote college-neighbourhood network in which students

acquire attitude for service and training contributive to community development?

The institution through its extension activities promotes and imbibes social responsibility

amongst the students in general.

The following Programmes are conducted by the institution as part of extension activity:

� AIDS awareness lectures, participation in AIDS Day Rally on 1st December  every

year, poster presentation, interaction with children of AIDS affected parents and

conduct of competitions on topics of HIV/AIDS.

� Participation of volunteers in Health runs conducted by various NGOs and Hospitals.
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� Annual Camps, Day camps, Day & Night Camps, Rural Camps enable the volunteers

to get  a feel of life in the rural areas through interaction with the   local people,

understanding their problems, encouraging their children to   enroll  in schools,

teaching the children various sports and games, distributing books, stationery items,

sports and games equipment in the adopted villages.

� Tree plantation programme, Clean and Green Programmes, creating awareness about

protection of environment are taken up by the volunteers.

� Participation of volunteers in Blood Donation Camps, Government sponsored

Pulse Polio Programme, interaction with the Cancer patients, distribution of

fruits to the Cancer patients and visit to blind schools.

� Participation of volunteers in National Integration Camps conducted in different

parts of the country, interaction with students from other parts of the country, cultural

presentations in these camps depicting vernacular culture.

� Participation of volunteers in Pre Republic Day camp for selection to participate in

Republic Day Parade.

� The volunteers and cadets derive hands on experience in social service on their visit

to the adopted villages under NSS/NCC and NES.  During these visits / camps, the

children, youth and elders of the villages are imparted value education; awareness

programmes on importance of education, sports and games, cleanliness, hygiene,

clean drinking water facilities, tree plantation, health etc.,
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� The NSS volunteers particularly from the Hostel guide the slum children in academics

and conduct sports and games for the children of the adopted slums especially slum

near the Ajantha Gate, after college hours.

Such programmes taken up by the NSS and NCC units of the institution promote college

neighbourhood network and contribute to community development.

3.4.4 What are the initiatives taken by the institution to have a partnership with University/

Research institutions/ Industries/NGOs etc. for extension activities?

As the institution is affiliated to the Osmania University, the NSS units function under its

supervision.  Selections for National Youth Camps, National Integration Camps, Pre

Republic Day Camp and Republic Day Camp are conducted by the University.

Our institution has partnerships with a number of NGOs under which our volunteers

render their services.

List of partnership NGOs and their activities:
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3.4.5 How has the local community benefited by the institution? (Contribution of the

institution through various extension activities, outreach programmes, partnering

with NGOs and GOs)

The local community is benefited by various extension activities undertaken by the

institution such as:

� Highlighting the importance of education.

� Enrolling their children in Social Welfare Schools/Hostels in Hyderabad.

� Providing vocational training in making of paper bags, paper jewellery and Tailoring.

� Providing academic assistance to the children of adopted slums.

� Spreading the message of use of natural colours and plastic free society in collaboration

with the “Share @ Service”, an NGO.

� Imparting training in computers through Jana Sikshana Sansthan.

The extension activities have benefited the local community of Qutubullapur village in

achieving 100 % sanitation, 100 % enrollment in schools, reduction of dropout rate and

achieving plastic free village.  Thus NSS volunteers are making every effort to

transform Qutubullapur into a “Model” village.

3.4.6 How has the institution involved the community in its extension activities?

(Community participation in institutional development, institution community

networking etc.,)

The community participation and support to the volunteers has enabled in successful

implementation of the service oriented activities. During the Day and Day & Night camps,

the local bodies render their wholehearted support to
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the volunteers by providing boarding facilities and convey their requirements and problems
to the volunteers for future redressal.

In the adopted village of Qutubullapur the people of local community extended their
support in achieving 100% sanitation.

3.4.7 Any awards or recognition received by the faculty / students / Institution for the
extension activities?

� Dr.Ch.Padma, NSS Programme Officer was felicitated by the Osmania

         University, NSS Cell.

� Volunteers Ms.Masrath, B.Sc Final year, Ms.A.Swapna, B.A I yr, Ms.Haseena,

Intermediate I year HEC, P.Moulika Intermediate II year BPC, Ms.Geeta B.Sc II yr,

Ms.Priyanka B.Com I yr, Ms.Chaitanya B.Sc Final year, Ms.Kavitha B.Sc I year

secured Gold Medals for their outstanding service to the society.

3.5 Collaborations

3.5.1 Give details of the collaborative activities of the institution with the following
organizations:

a) Local bodies/community

b) State

c)  National

d) International

e)  Industry

f) Service sector

g) Agriculture sector

h) Administrative agencies

i) Any other (specify)

� The college is a partner institution with Indira Gandhi National Open University
since 2008-09.  Six month Certificate programmes under the convergence scheme
are offered.
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� In the year 2009-10 the institution entered into an agreement with MEDWIN Institute

of Medical Sciences for providing job oriented ADD-ON Para Medical Diploma

Courses.

� In 2011 our institution has been declared as a centre and “Associate” of Vivekananda

Institute of Human Excellence which offers a programme on Personality Development

and Communication Skills.

� USHA International limited, has agreed to offer Certificate Courses in Tailoring and

Embroidery in our institution.

� Fashion Designing courses in collaboration with SETWIN to the Hostellers.

3.5.2 How has the institution benefited from the collaboration?

a) Curriculum development
b) Internship
c) On-the-job training
d) Faculty exchange and development
e)  Research
f) Consultancy
g) Extension
h) Publication
i)  Student placement

The institution has benefited from the collaboration through:

� The courses offered by the partnering agencies are in tune with the market demand.

� The Certificates and Diplomas awarded by IGNOU and MEDWIN Institute of Medical

Sciences are highly valued for student placement.

� The Directorate of Medical Education, Government of A.P., issues Diploma  Certificates

for the ADD-ON Para medical courses that are recognized in India and abroad.
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3.5.3 Does the institution have any MoU/MoC. Mutually beneficial agreements signed

with

� Other academic institutions

� Industry

� Other agencies

Yes, MoU/MoC has been signed with the following institutions:

� Indira Gandhi National Open University.

� MEDWIN Institute of Medical Sciences.

� USHA Sewing Machine Centre.

3.6 Best practices in Research, Consultancy and Extension

3.6.1 What are the significant innovations/good practices in Research, consultancy and

extension activities of the institution?

Research plays an important role for technological change and advancement in every

field. The institution supports and promotes active research by adhering to research ethics.

� A number of Major and Minor research projects sponsored by the UGC have been

granted to our institution.

� Our institution receives financial support from UGC, DST, CSIR, APCOST, ICSSR,

APSCHE, Indian Academy of Science for conduct of International and National

conferences, seminars and workshops.

�  Departments of Botany and Zoology are recognized as Research Centres by Osmania

University.

� Faculty from the Departments of Botany, Zoology, Sanskrit and Commerce are

recognized as Research Guides.

� 3 Research Scholars have been awarded Ph.D and 26 of them are pursuing Ph.D/

M.Phil under the supervision of the Research Guides.
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� Faculty members have presented their Research findings in International Conferences

abroad with the financial support from UGC, DST New Delhi.

� Their Research findings have won them Gold Medals and Young Scientist Awards.

Extension Activities:

� Four villages are adopted every year by the NSS to pursue social activities and two

villages have been adopted under the National Extension Scheme.

� Qutubullapur village is being made a ‘Model’ village with 100% sanitation facilities,

plastic free village and 0% dropout rate of the children in the schools.

� ‘Earn while you learn’ scheme,  adopted by the NSS facilitates the students to learn

various skills and in-turn teach them in the adopted villages.

� Services are rendered by NSS volunteers to various NGO’s.
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  For Re-accreditation:

     1.   What were the evaluative observations made under Research, Consultancy

and Extension in the previous assessment report and how have they been

acted upon?

 The evaluative observations made under Research, Consultancy and   Extension

in the previous assessment report were:

� More teachers may be encouraged to take up Major and Minor Research

Projects of the UGC and also M.Phil / Ph.D programs.

� Departments having expertise in certain useful areas may explore the avenues

of consultancy on behalf of the college.

Compliance

� The institution has 3 Major Research and 2 Minor Research on-going projects

and there are 7 faculty members are recognized as Research Guides for

M.Phil and Ph.D.

� Consultancy services are yet to be pursued.
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2. What are the quality sustenance and enhancement measures undertaken

by institution since the previous assessment and accreditation with

regard to Research, Consultancy and Extension.

The quality sustenance and enhancement measures undertaken by institution

since the previous assessment and accreditation with regard to Research,

Consultancy and Extension are Major and Minor Research Projects,

Research Publications, Collaborations, Organization of Seminars/

Conferences, Paper Presentations and Poster Presentations.

Under the extension activities extensive work has been carried out by the

NSS and NCC units. Adoption of villages, carving out model villages,

100% sanitation, 0% dropout, plastic free Qutbullapur village are some of

the highlights of extension activities. The NSS unit has established ‘101

wishes’ organization for providing Education, Health and Employment.

The NCC unit organized a number of camps for the cadets. Many awards

were won by our cadets and the  NCC Officer.
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Criterion  IV

Infrastructure and Learning Resources

4.1 Physical Facilities

4.1.1. What are the infrastructure facilities available for?

a) Academic activities

   The infra structure facilities provided for academic activities are:

� 65 spacious well furnished classrooms.

� Separate block for UG, PG, MBA & Intermediate

� Laboratory facilities for – Botany, Chemistry, Electronics, Physics, Microbiology,

Nutrition, Bio-chemistry, Zoology and Commerce.

� Separate Computer labs for - Computer Science, Commerce, English, MBA and

Central Internet room.

� Libraries – UG, PG and MBA

� Audio Visual Room, Instrumentation Centre, Herbarium, Sericulture room, Botany

and Zoology Research centres.

� Auditorium

b) Co-curricular activities

Infrastructural facilities available for NCC and NSS

c) Extra-curricular activities and sports?

� Separate sports arena for both indoor and outdoor games.

�  Coaching offered for Indoor games like chess, carroms, table tennis and yoga.

� Out door games like cricket, throw ball, volley ball, shot-put, javelin, martial arts

like karate, twai-kon-do

� Gym for workouts.
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�  There is a thousand capacity auditorium to conduct literary and cultural activities.

� Sangeet Vanita caters to the students interests in Vocal, Instrumental, Classical,

semi-classical music and dance.

4.1.2 Enclose the Master Plan of the college campus indicating the existing physical

infrastructure and the projected future expansions.

The first and second floor plans are enclosed on the front and back cover (inside pages)

and the rest of the plans are enclosed at the end of the Departmental evaluative reports.

4.1.3 Has the institution augmented the infrastructure to keep pace with its academic

growth? If yes, specify the facilities and the amount spent during the last five years.

Yes, the institution has augmented the infrastructure to keep pace with its academic

growth.  With the introduction of new courses and revamping of curriculum in certain

subjects there has been a corresponding expansion of the infrastructural facilities.

� M.Sc (Physics) – Construction of two new rooms

� B.Com Computers / General – Commerce lab and Computer lab

� English (CBT) – English Computer lab

� Biotechnology – Biotechnology lab

� Applied Nutrition and Public Health - Applied Nutrition and Public Health lab

� MBA – MBA Block, MBA Library, AV Room

� Hostel – Extension of hostel
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4.1.4 Does the institution provide facilities like common room, separate rest rooms for

women students and staff?

Yes, the staff is provided with staffrooms and rest rooms.  The students are also provided

with rest rooms.

4.1.5. How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure is optimally

utilized?

The institution ensures that the available infrastructure is optimally utilized through

conduct of:

� Postgraduate examinations

� Common Entrance Tests like EAMCET, ICET, NDA,IIT JEE,

� Competitive examinations like Civil Services, Company Secretary, Staff Selection

Commission, APPSC, BDL Asst Managers etc.,

� IGNOU examinations

� Auditorium is given for programmes to outsiders

4.1.6.  How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the requirements

of the differently-abled students?

The institution provides lift facility for the differently abled students.

4.2 Maintenance of Infrastructure

4.2.1. What is the budget allocation for the maintenance of (last year’s data)

The allocation of budget for the maintenance of the following:

a) Land - NIL

b) Building - 8,00,000/-

c) Furniture - 50,000/-

d) Equipment - 50,000/-

e) Computers - 1,00,000/-

f) Vehicles - NIL
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4.2.2. How does the institution ensure optimal utilization of budget allocated for various

activities?

Allocation of budget for various activities depends on priorities that keep changing from

time to time.

4.2.3. Does the institution appoint staff for maintenance and repair? If not, how are the

infrastructure facilities, services and equipment maintained?

There is partial appointment of staff for maintenance and repair.

� A care taker for the infrastructural facilities who supervises the maintenance.  Incase

of any requirement of repair, replacement, renovation, additions the concerned

contractor is contacted.

� An in-house electrician takes care of all electrical needs, a plumber for plumbing

works and a Gas mechanic for gas burners maintenance.

� A gardener for maintenance of greenery.

� The concerned lab assistants and lab attenders take care of lab equipment.

� Maintenance of rest rooms has been out sourced to Sulabh International.

� Maintenance of computers, resograph, reverse osmosis plant, water purifiers are

outsourced to AMC

4.3 Library as a Learning Resource

4.3.1.  Does the library have a Library Advisory committee? What are its major

Responsibilities?

Yes, the library committee consists of Principal, concerned librarians and a few faculty

members.  It is advisory in nature with regard to general
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updation, maintenance, purchase of general books and fumigation needs.  The Heads of

the Departments are in-charge for the annual purchase of subject books and annual

checking and maintenance.

4.3.2 How does the library ensure access, use and security of materials?

The library has an open access system and the use is through circulation and reference.

The security is ensured through issue data and keen observation by the librarian and the

support staff.

 4.3.3 What are the various support facilities available in the library? (Computers, internet,

band width, reprographic facilities etc.,)

Computer and internet facilities are available in UG, PG and MBA library.

4.3.4 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, impact journals

and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on new books and journals

during the last five years.

The college ensures the purchase of current titles, important journals and reading material

for the library through the concerned departments.  Annual purchases are made based on

the syllabus/change of syllabus.  Some times on the basis of specimen copies given by

the publisher, new books are ordered.

Based on the number of volumes available, books may be in circulation or kept aside for

reference.

Amount spent on books and journals:

2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11

UG:

Books 1,69,521/- 1,84,745/- 1,11,557/- 1,54,139/- 96,195/-

Journals 11,405/- 9,490/- 10,144/- 11,117/- 10,854/-

PG:

Books 1,18,616/- 1,55,056/- 1,41,007/- 1,34,358/- 1,11,338/-

Journals 25,750/- 27,687/- 31,392/- 31,125/- 41,200/-

MBA:

Books 61,314/- 2,57,572/- 1,39,031/- 67,923/- 89,658/-

Journals 69,506/- 64,944/- 55,902/- 1,00,248/- 1,07,259/-
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4.3.5 Give details on the access of the on-line and internet services in the library to the

students and faculty? (hours, frequency of use, subscriptions, licensed software etc.,)

Free on line journal has an open access through Google, wikipedia, doja etc., The MBA

library has subscribed on line journals like AIMS International journal, Advances in

Developing HR, Global Business Review, Inventi Impacting / Retailing and Economical

and Political weekly.  The use is during the library hours.

4.3.6 Are the library services computerized? If yes, to what extent?

Library services are partially computerized to the extent of issue / return of  books.

4.3.7 Does the institution make use of INFLIBNET/DELNET/IUC facilities? If yes, give

details.

The institution is yet to make use of INFLIBNET/DELNET/IUC facilities.

4.3.8 What initiatives are taken by the library staff to enrich the faculty and students

with its latest acquisitions?

The library staff displays latest acquisitions to enrich / inform the faculty and the students.

4.3.9 Does the library have interlibrary borrowing facility? If yes, give details of the

facility.

The library as yet does not have interlibrary borrowing, but as there are different libraries

within the institution there is intra-library borrowing facility.
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4.3.10 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually and physically-

challenged persons?

There are no special facilities offered by the library to the visually and physically-

challenged persons.

4.3.11 List the infrastructural development of the library over the last two years.

� MBA Library – New construction and extension.

� PG Library - acquisition of ten book shelves and a scanner.

4.3.12 What other information services are provided by the library to its users?

Information pertaining to new arrivals is given to the staff and students.  MBA and M.Com

projects are also available for reference.

4.4 I CT as Learning Resources

4.4.1  Does the institution have up-to-date computer facility? If yes. Give details on the

available hardware and software (Number of computers, computer-students ratio,

stand alone faculty LAN facility, configuration, licensed software etc?

Yes, the institution has 273 computers.  The computer-student ratio is:

Science and Commerce – 1:2

English language Lab     - 1:3

M.B.A        - 1:1

Configuration: HP Core 2 Duo -134, IBM Pentium IV – 57, HCL Pentium IV – 5, Acer

Core – 40, Lenovo Dual core – 15, Pentium III – 6, Pentium IV – 1, Zenith Pentium – 15.

The software is Oracle based indigenously developed software.

The Department of Business Management has exclusive Computer Lab with 65 pentiuns

Networked on LAN and Internet
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4.4.2 Is there a central computing facility? If yes, how is it utilized for staff to students?

There is a central Computer Centre for Staff and students made available between 10.00

AM to 4.00 PM.

4.4.3 How are the faculty facilitated to prepare computer aided teaching/learning materials?

What are the facilities available in the college for such efforts?

 The faculty is facilitated to prepare computer aided teaching / learning materials through

computers provided to the individual departments.  In case of internet requirement the

faculty makes use of centralized internet facility.  Also the central computing facility is

used by the faculty. LCD/Power point presentations can be carried out by the faculty.

4.4.4 Does the institution have a website? How frequently is it updated? Give details.

The institution has a website with the IP address snvanita.org.  It is updated frequently. It

is dynamic with unlimited storage capacity.  All the data related to Academics, student

services is available with a message board and news flash.  Alumni registration is available

online.  Important information is scrolled.

4.4.5 How often does the institution plan and upgrade its computer systems? What is the

provision made in the annual budget for update, deployment and maintenance of

the computers in the institution?

The institution updates its computer as and when required.  Some times due to expansion

of curriculum, strength or to update the existing system with new configuration the

computers are upgraded.  Allocation of budget depends on the requirement and

maintenance.

4.4.6  How are the computers and their accessories maintained? (AMC etc.)

The computers and their accessories are maintained through AMC.
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4.5 Other facilities

4.5.1   Give details of the following facilities:

a) Capacity of the hostels (to be given separately for boys and Girls)

Capacity of the hostel is 320

b) Occupancy

     Occupancy is 315

c)  Rooms in the hostel (to be given separately for boys and girls)

There are 66 rooms in the hostel.

Ground floor -24, I floor -27 – 3 Halls, II floor – 15- 1 Hall

d) Recreational facilities

There is television facility on each floor and the hostel has a CD player and 25 CD’s.

e) Sports and Games (Indoor and Outdoor) facilities

Indoor Games – Carroms, Chess, Chinese checkers, Business and Table Tennis

Out Door Games – Tenni-koit, Shuttle Badminton and Balls

f)  Health and hygiene ( Health care centre, Ambulance, Nurse Qualified Doctor)

Full time/part time etc.,)

There is a qualified doctor who visits the hostel every Sunday.  During week days the

L.N.Gupta Dispensary caters to the health needs of the day scholars and hostellers.

Free medicines are given to the hostellers.

4.5.2 How does the institution ensure participation of women in intra and inter institutional

sports competitions and cultural activities?

Sports: Extra curricular activities are the main stay of the Vanita culture.

� Indoor and out door games facilities are available in the institution.

� Inter Class competitions are conducted within the institution.
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� An orientation for I year students is conducted that keeps the student informed of the

various sports facilities.

� Coaching is offered before or after the college hours under the guidance and watchful

eyes of the physical director.

�  Participation at Inter Collegiate, University, District, State and International level.

Cultural Activities: Cultural activities form a part of the holistic development of the

student and we at Vanita have focused on this aspect.

� Students are encouraged to participate in various cultural activities – Intra and Inter

institutional.

� Students find opportunities to participate in cultural activities on the occasions of

Fresher’s and Farewell parties – A Mélange of cultural activities like songs, dance

and skits are presented.  The latent talent and creativity is exhibited which is well

tapped by the Student Advisor for future competitions and programmes.

� The other events are the cultural presentation on Sports Day, and the eagerly awaited
cultural extravaganza on the Annual College Day celebrations.

� On Independence and Republic Day, students showcase their talent.  The Student

Advisors conduct a number of competitions and prizes are awarded.

� The students are also sent to participate in inter-collegiate competitions.
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� Company sponsored cultural events attract enthusiastic participation in enormous

numbers.

� Some of these programmes are also broadcast / telecast on popular radio and TV

channels.

� Our parent bodies the OGA and the Exhibition Society conduct competitions among

colleges sponsored by them.

4.5.3 Give details of the common facilities available with the institution (Staff room, day

care centre, common room for students, rest rooms, health centre, vehicle parking,

guest house, canteen, telephone, internet café, transport, drinking water etc.,)

The institution comprises many departments.  Some of them have separate staff rooms

and some share common facility.

There are separate staff rooms for Departments of:

Botany, Zoology, Commerce, Computers, English, Mathematic, Microbiology, Physics

& Electronics, Business Management, Chemistry along with Biochemistry and Applied

Nutrition.

Common Staff rooms for department of Languages (Arabic, French, Hindi, Sanskrit,

Telugu, Urdu) and department of Social Sciences (Economics, History, Political Science,

Public Administration and Sociology)

Day Care Centre: In order to meet the pressing needs of child rearing of our faculty a

day care centre/crèche facility is provided on the II floor of the Hostel.

Common Room for students : Students lobby is on the ground floor near the Library.

Rest Rooms: There are 53 rest rooms available for students and staff.

Health Centre: L.N.Gupta Dispensary and a lady doctor who visits the hostel on weekly

basis.

Vehicle Parking: Ample space– Two wheelers and four wheeler parking
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Canteen: Canteen facility is available for students and staff.

Telephone: Telephone facility is available for students in the hostel and library.

Internet Café: Internet facility in centralized internet room common for students and

staff.

Transport:  The College does not provide any transport facility but is well connected

with every mode of transport as it is centrally located.

Drinking Water: Water coolers are located at strategic points on all the three floors of

the college.

4.6 Best practices in infrastructure and learning resources

4.6.1  What innovations/best practices in ‘Infrastructure and learning Resources’ are in

vogue or adopted/ by the institution?

The regular up-gradation of the infrastructure and learning resources with modern

techniques is the practice followed by the institution. During the last five years:

� Extension of class rooms for M.Sc Physics, Computer Lab facilities for the

Departments of Commerce and English Language.

� Construction of separate MBA wing, extension of MBA library and AV Room.

� Commerce lab, Biotechnology lab, Applied Nutrition lab.
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For Re-accreditation:

1.  What are the evaluative observations made under infrastructure and

learning resources in the previous assessment report and how have they

been acted upon?

The evaluative observations made under infrastructure and learning resources in

the previous assessment report were:

� Computers may be provided to all the departments in the college.

� The library may be strengthened by including more number of recent

publications with more space provided for reading.  It may be

automated and interconnected with other libraries for inter library borrowing.

Services of inter university centres like IUCAA, IAS and INFLIBNET may

be made use of.  Book bank facility may also be introduced.

Compliance

� Computers are provided to all the departments.

� MBA library has a separate block with recent publications and e-journals.

Automation of libraries is completed to the extent of issue and return of

books.

Inter library borrowing and book bank yet to be initiated.
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2.  What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measures under

taken by the institution since the previous assessment and accreditation

with regard to infrastructure and learning recourses?

The regular up-gradation of the infrastructure and learning resources with modern

Techniques is the practice followed by the institution.

During the last five years:

� Extension of class rooms for M.Sc Physics, Computer Lab facilities for

Commerce and English Language

� Construction of separate MBA wing, extension of MBA library and AV

Room.

� Commerce lab, Biotechnology lab, Applied Nutrition lab.
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Criterion V

Student Support and Progression

5.1 Student progression

5.1.1. Give the socio-economic profile (General, SC/ST OBC etc.,) of the students of the

last two batches?
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5.1.2. What are the efforts made by the institution to minimize the dropout rate and

facilitate the students to complete the course?

           The efforts of the institution in minimizing the drop out rate are:

� Efforts are made by the concerned teachers through personal counselling of the

students and their parents to identify the reasons for the drop out.
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� The institution facilitates the economically weak students with ‘Vanita Vidya

Sahakaram’ scholarship, ‘Poor Students Aid’ Fund to those students who do not

receive any other social welfare scholarship.

� Some the faculty members of the institution also render monetary support to the

needy students.

� Family members of some of the deceased staff members / students donate / institute

- scholarship / gold medals / cash awards / part payment of fees for the students in

memory of the deceased members.

� Efforts are also made by providing remedial coaching to the average and below

average students to improve their performance and continue their studies. U.G.C

also funds some amount towards remedial coaching.

� Importance of higher education is emphasized to the students by focusing on

employment/career opportunities for their socio- economic progress.

5.1.3. On an average, what percentage of the students progress to further studies and for

employment? Give details for the last two years. (UG to PG to Ph.D and /or to

employment)

     The progression of UG students to higher education ranges from 50% to 60%.

�  A few of our alumni pursue their post graduation as regular students of the University

or through the Distance education mode.

� Some of the Commerce students pursue CA Foundation or Company Secretary

Courses.

� Others enlist for B.Ed course for pursuing teaching profession.

� A few of the UG students are selected in campus interviews by the corporate sector

or the JKC job melas.
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� The PG students either take up research work or enter the job market for placements.

� Some of our PG alumni are presently on our faculty.

� 30% to 40% of the MBA students are selected by various companies based on their

specialization in Human Resource, finance, marketing etc.,

5.1.4. How does the institution facilitate the placement of its outgoing students? What

proportion of the graduating students has been employed? (average of last five years)

The institution facilitates the placement of its outgoing students through the counselling

centre, the placement cell and the Jawahar Knowledge Centre (JKC). These provide

career guidance and information pertaining to the employment opportunities.

On an average 30% to 40% of the UG students have been employed.

2006-07 132 + 90 by NIIT

2007-08  59 and 17 through Infosys Project GENESIS

2008-09  75 through JKC and 150 through Placement Cell.

2009-10  40 through JKC and 95 through Placement cell

2010-11            50 through JKC and 113 through Placement cell

5.1.5. How does the institution facilitate and support students for appearing and qualifying

in various competitive examinations? Give details on the number of students coached,

appeared and  qualified in various competitive examinations (Average of last five

years) (UGC-CSIR-NET, SLET, GATE, CAT, GRE, TOFEL, GMAT, Civil Services-

IAS, IPS,IFS, Central/State Services etc.,)
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The institution does not have any formal provision to coach students for competitive

examinations. The faculty members in general give guidance to the students interested in

appearing for competitive examinations.

5.1.6. Give a comparative analysis of the instructional academic performance with

reference to other colleges of the affiliating university and the university average.

(Pass percentage, Distinctions, Gold medals and university ranks, marks obtained

in relation to university average etc.,( Last five years’ data)

One University Gold Medal was awarded in M.Sc (Zoology) in 2005 and another in

2009.

For the past three consecutive years our B.A toppers are recipients of L.N.Gupta Memorial

Gold medals among the OGA colleges.  Our parent body Osmania Graduates’ Association

(OGA) is a sponsor of many institutions affiliated to Osmania University. Every year the

OGA awards Gold Medals to the toppers amongst the OGA colleges. Our students are

recipients of OGA Platinum Jubilee Gold Medals for PG Courses. In 2008-09 the PG

students bagged 6 medals and in 2009-10 bagged all the seven PG gold medals.

5.2 Student support

5.2.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus, handbook and other student

information material annually? If yes, what is the information disseminated to

students through these publications. ?

The prospectus of the institution is updated annually which disseminates information

pertaining to:

� The establishment of the institution

� Its parent body- OGA/Exhibition Society

� Profile of the institution
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� Courses/languages offered

� Co-curricular and extra curricular activities offered like NCC, NSS, Sports and

Games, Sangeet Vanita

The college does not provide any handbook to the students.

5.2.2 Does the institution provide financial aid to students? If yes, specify the type and

number of scholarships/freeships given to the students during the last academic

year by the institution (other than those provided by the social welfare departments

of the state or central Governments).

The institution provides financial aid to the economically weak students.

Type of Scholarship                   No. of Student Beneficiaries

Vanita Vidya Sahakaram                              38

Poor Student Aid Fund                                 70

Free ships                                      09

5.2.3 Give details of schemes for student welfare? (insurance subsidized canteen facilities,

special diets, student counseling support “earn while you learn” scheme etc)

Some of the student welfare schemes offered by the institution are:

� Canteen facility is made available at subsidized rates. A canteen committee consisting

of faculty members supervises the quality/quantity/costs of the food items served in

the canteen.

� Student counselling support- The student counselling centre oversees the general,

career and personal counselling.

� ‘Earn While You Learn’ scheme is managed by the counselling centre and the NSS

unit. Exhibition cum sale of products like paper bags, paper jewelry and other

handicrafts is organized.
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5.2.4 What type of support services is available to overseas students?

Hostel is the major support service available to the overseas students.

Guidance is also provided by the Placement Cell and the counselling centre.

5.2.5 Give details of the placement and counseling services for the students?

The Placement Cell caters to the employment needs of the students.

� The Cell provides information and guidance regarding employment opportunities.

� The cell conducts pre-placement interviews, on and off campus interviews, job fairs

and training programmes.

� Jawahar Knowledge Centre (JKC) in collaboration with Institute of Electronic

Governance (IEG) and the Commissionarate of Collegiate Education (CCE),

Government of Andhra Pradesh, was established in the year 2008. It imparts training

in communication/analytical/soft skills to enhance students employability.

� Non-JKC placements directly by companies like GENPACT, Care Technologies,

Wipro, Infosys, Medwrite India Transdyne to name a few recruit students.

� The Placement Cell and the Counselling centre work in tandem towards generating

employability by career counseling of students.

The student counseling centre conducts short term courses. Some of the courses

offered in the past five years are:

� Beauty Care, Tailoring, Embroidery, Fabric Painting, Flower Making, Hair Styling,

  Cooking/Baking and Soft Toys.

� Computer basics, MS Office and Spoken English.
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The counselling centre till date has organized:

� Seminars and workshops in Personality Development, Communication Skills,

Presentation Skills, Nutrition, Health and Diet.

�  A workshop on Pot Painting and Fabric Painting in collaboration with Faber Castle.

� A short term airlines Diploma Basics in collaboration with KUONI Academy of

Travel and Tourism.

� A fair by Kingfisher Airlines Academy.

� Information regarding career opportunities and campus interviews by various agencies

and organizations.

5.2.6 How does the institution encourage and develop entrepreneurial skills among the

students?

Entrepreneurial skill among the students are encouraged and developed by practical

exposure to the MBA students through their project work and through the JKC training

imparted to the students.

5.2.7 Does the faculty participate in academic and personal counseling? If yes, give details

on services provided during the last academic years?

Active guidance is provided by the faculty by providing information about:

� Admission programme

� Importance of Higher Education

� Career opportunities

� Future pursuits
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5.2.8 Is there a separate guidance and counseling centre for women students? If yes,

enumerate the activities of the centre.

There is a common guidance and counselling centre as the institution is a women’s college.

5.2.9 Is there a Cell/Committee constituted for prevention/action against sexual

harassment of women students? If yes, detail its constitution and enumerate its

activities (issues addressed during the last two years).

There is no special cell as the institution is a women’s college. There is an anti-ragging

cell.

5.2.10 Does the institution have a grievance redressal cell? If yes, what are its functions?

Details the major grievances redressed during the last two years.

Yes. The cell is responsible for taking action on any issue brought to its notice through

the drop box/feedback forms.

Issues addressed during the last two years:

� Allocation of classrooms to the additional sections of B.Com.

� Improving the drinking water facility by replacing the old water coolers with the new

coolers.

� Increasing the number of rest rooms.

5.2.11 Is there a provision for acquiring computer skills/ literacy for all students, in the

curriculum? If yes, give details on how it is imparted, and level of proficiency.

The University curriculum prescribes mandatory computer skills for all the   undergraduate

students other than the students with computers as a subject. Knowledge of MS Office is

their level of proficiency.

5.2.12 What value-added courses are introduced by the institution to develop life skills;

career training; community orientation; good citizenship and personality

development of students?

The value added courses introduced by the institution are:
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� Certificate courses under the convergence scheme with IGNOU and Add-On Para

Medical Diploma courses to develop life skills.

� JKC towards career training to enhance the employability of the students.

� College as an associate of Vivekananda Institute of Human Excellence for personality

development.

� Fashion Designing, Beautician and Tailoring courses have been introduced.

5.2.13 How does the institution ensure safety and security of the students, faculty and the

institutional assets?

The institution ensures the safety and security of students, faculty and the

institutional assets through:

� Insurance of the building and infrastructure

� Fire extinguishers

� Posting security personnel at every entrance and exit

5.3 Student Activities

5.3.1 Does the institution have an Alumni Association? If yes,) List its current Office

bearers

Office Bearers:

President : Ms.Ayesha Rubina

Vice president : Ms. V.Sri Madhuri

General Secretary : Dr. P. Saroja - Inhouse

Joint Secretary : Ms.Vanam Usha

Treasurer :    Ms. Geetha Rani - Inhouse

Executive members:

Dr. P.V.S.Lakshmi - Department of Mathematics
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Dr. Nirmala - Department of Mathematics

Dr. K. Lakshmi - Department of History

 Ms. Arati Simha - Department of French

Ms. Bhramarambika - Department of Telugu

ii)  List its activities during the last two years.

Annual Alumni meetings are conducted every year. On 25.06.2011 the annual meeting

was conducted and Mrs.Ayesha Rubeena and Ms.V.Sree Madhuri were elected

unanimously for the posts of President and Vice-President respectively. On behalf of

the association an orientation lecture was organized for the faculty members on

28.06.2011 by Mrs.Ayesha Rubeena, an academician by profession spoke on

“Professionalism in Teaching and Learning”

Mrs.Nishi Mathur, our alumni offers beautician certificate course in the college.

Ms. Shri Madhuri, H.R. Manager gave a Lecture on career opportunities

  iii)   Give details of the top ten alumni occupying prominent positions.

1. Ms.Suneetha Laxma Reddy -  Minister for Women Welfare Govt. of A.P

2. Ms.G.A. Shobha – Deputy Secretary, Sports Authority of A.P.

3. Ms. Nandini Bilolikar - Criminal Lawyer

4. Ms. Swaroopa – Faculty, Department of History, Osmania University

5. Ms. Indrani – Faculty, Department of History, Osmania University

6. Prof. S. V.Shailaja – Professor, Department of Mathematics, O.U
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7. Ms. Aneepa- working in UNDP

8. Damaraju Nagalakshmi – Faculty, Indian School of Business

9. Ms. Sharada – Faculty, Department of English, Osmania University

10. Mrs. Ayesha Rubeena – Academician, Chosen in Top Eight in Lead India and a

co-opted member of G.H.M.C.

iv) Give details of the contribution of alumni to the growth and development of the

Institution.

Almost half of faculty members are the alumni of the college.  They have also

contributed through NSS by establishing ‘101 wishes’ organization to serve the society.

Ms. Vaishali, alumni is the representative of Vivekananda Institute of Human

Excellence for imparting training in personality development and communication

skills in the institution.

5.3.2 How does the institution encourage its students to participate in extra-curricular

activities including sports and games? Give details on the achievements of students

during the last two years. (Institution level/inter-collegiate/inter-University/inter-

state/National/International)

 Sports: Extra curricular activities are the main stay of the Vanita culture. The institution

encourages its students to participate by providing:

Indoor and outdoor games facilities like Volley ball, Cricket, Kho-kho, Kabbadi, Carroms,

Karate and Yoga in the institution.

� Opportunities in Inter Class competitions.

� An orientation for I years is conducted that keeps the student informed of the various

sports facilities.

� Coaching before or after the college hours under the guidance and watchful eyes of

the physical director.
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� Opportunity for participation at Inter Collegiate/ University/ District/ State /

International levels.

Some of the student achievements for the past two years are:

� Ms. Akshita Jaiswal, secured a silver medal in Whushu Martial arts held at Singapore

� Ms. Ekta Saxena and Baby secured gold medals in Judo

� Ms. Varsha Ranjana, Isha Agarwal, Srujana and Swapna Sharma secured gold medals

in Karate.

� Ms. T.Sonam Singh secured Gold medal in Rajiv Gandhi Yoga Competition.

5.3.3 How does the institution involve and encourage students to publish materials like

catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List of major

publications/materials brought out by the students during the previous academic

session.

The institution publishes an annual college magazine ‘Vanita’ which highlights the various

activities of the college. The magazine is multilingual with articles published in

Arabic, Hindi, Urdu, French, Sanskrit, Telugu besides English.

The students are encouraged to contribute through:

� Articles, poems, jokes, riddles, drawings, paintings and sketches.

� Entries for competitions in essay/creative writing/elocution.

� The science departments and NSS also conduct competitions in Poster presentations

and Slogan writing.

� Some of the departments also encourage students to present papers in various

conferences and seminars.
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5.3.4 Does the institution have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its

constitution, major activities and funding.

The institution does not have a students union as per the policy of state government.

Instead there are Class Representatives (CRs) assisted by Assistant Class

Representatives (ACRs). In the beginning of the academic year the student advisory

body organizes the selection of CRs and ACRs. Sometimes there is an election within the

class and at times it is through unanimous selection. This is followed by an investiture

ceremony wherein the Principal enlightens them about their duties and responsibilities.

5.3.5 Give details of the various academic and administrative bodies and their activities

(academic and administrative) which have student representations on them.

The student representation is on the literary and cultural committees which function under

the Student Advisory Committee.  Conduct of literary and cultural competitions is through

these representatives who play an active role in informing about various programmes to

be conducted in the institution.  The CR’s and ACR’s help in maintaining discipline

during various programmes.  The co-curricular activities like sports and games have

active student participation through the Sports Captain and Captains of various teams.

The NCC and NSS also has active student participation through the cadets and the

volunteers respectively.

5.3.6 Does the institution have a mechanism to seek and use data and feedback from its

graduates and from employers, to improve the growth and development of the

institution?
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Yes, feedback is taken from the graduates (Passed out/outgoing batches) and from

stakeholders i.e., the Osmania Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition Society. During

the annual inspection, the suggestions offered by CCE, AICTE and OU are also considered.

On the basis of feedback, priority is given for changing the infrastructure, allocating

budget for the library/lab and for the regular maintenance of the building.

5.4 Best practices in student support and progression.

5.4.1 Give details of institutional best practices towards student support and progression?

The best practices in the institutions are:

� IQAC, with its Coordinator, Principal and HOD’s strives to internalize quality and

discipline.

� Establishment of JKC for imparting training in communication/analytical/soft skills

to enhance student employability

� Encouraging and providing opportunities in extra curricular activities

� Placements through Placement Cell and JKC

� Provision of institutional scholarships

� Add on Diploma courses / IGNOU certificate courses.

� Earn while you learn scheme

� Short term courses in Beautician, Fashion Designing, Tailoring.
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For Re-accreditation

1.  What were the evaluative observations made under student support

progression in the previous assessment report and how have they been acted

upon?

The evaluative observations made under student support progression in

the previous assessment report were:

� Short term certificate courses in women studies and women rights may

be introduced.

� The drop out rate both for UG and PG seems to be high.  Efforts may be

made to reduce this by identifying the reasons for the same.

� Certificate courses may be offered in areas like interior decoration,

fashion designing and food processing.  Entrepreneurial development

programmes may be set up in the college.

� The alumni association may be strengthened and involved in quality

enhancement and resource building.

� Coaching classes may be introduced for motivating and preparing the

students for various competitive examinations like IAS or State Civil

Service jobs.

Compliance

The reasons for the drop-out rate identified by the institution are:

� Majority of the students are first generation learners from semi-literate

and non-literate families who lack awareness and importance of higher

education.
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� Gender discrimination of students by their parents.

� Economic backwardness/poverty/financial instability compel the students to

take up employment to support their parents.

� Ill health due to malnutrition is a hindrance for regular attendance and
concentration on studies.

� Students get married and move to other district.

� Pregnancy and Child rearing do not allow them to continue their studies

The drop-out rate has considerably reduced from 23% to 5-8%

The institution has made efforts in reducing the drop-out rate by:

�  Motivating and enlightening students and their parents in continuing the

studies for self progress/self support. The need for higher education and its

usefulness in the competitive world has been emphasized.

� Supporting the economically weak students (those who do not receive any

other kind of scholarship) through the institutional scholarship i.e., ‘Vanita

Vidya Sahakaram’ and Poor Students Aid fund.

� Providing remedial coaching to the average and below average students to

improve their performance and continue their studies.
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          Short Term Courses:

� The institution is offering short term certificate course in Fashion Designing.

� For the benefit of the hostellers ‘SETWIN’, an undertaking of the Government of

Andhra Pradesh is offering the certificate course in Fashion Designing.

� The college is offering certificate course in Food and Nutrition under the

Convergence Scheme of IGNOU.

� The institution has introduced Applied Nutrition and Public Health as a programme

in B.Sc.

Entrepreneurial Development Programmes

� In the year 2007 training communication / analytical skills was imparted under

the ‘Project Genesis’ – a collaboration between CCE and Infosys to develop

employability of the students.

� Establishment of Jawahar Knowledge Center in the year 2008 in collaboration

with the CCE, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, imparts training for entrepreneurial

development and enhancing employability of the students.

� The Placement Cell is increasing the employment/placement opportunities by

conducting on/off campus interviews thus enhancing the entrepreneurial skills

of the students.

� Add on para medical courses are also an effort towards entrepreneurial

development.
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� Entrepreneurial Development guidance is given to the students with the

help of organization like National institution for Micro, Small and Medium

enterprises, APITCO etc.

Alumni Association

� Efforts are being made to strengthen the Alumni Association by enrolling

more number of members, conducting alumni meetings and organizing

lectures by eminent alumni for quality enhancement and resource building.

Coaching Classes

The institution offers informal guidance and interaction to students preparing for

competitive examinations like Central Civil Services, State Civil Services, PG

entrances/ higher studies, competing for jobs in corporate sector.
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2. What are the quality sustenance and enhancement  measurers

undertaking by the institution since the previous assessment and

accreditation with regard to student support and progression?

The quality sustenance and enhancement measurers undertaken are:

� Establishment of JKC for imparting training in communication/analytical/

soft skills to enhance student employability

� Encouraging and providing opportunities in extra curricular activities

� Placements through Placement Cell and JKC

� Provision of institutional scholarships

� Add on Diploma courses / IGNOU certificate courses.

� Earn while you learn scheme

� Short term courses in Beautician, Fashion Designing, Tailoring
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Criterion  VI

Governance and Leadership

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership

6.1.1 State the vision and Mission statement of the institution and give details on how the

institution.

a)  Ensures that the vision and mission of the institution is in tune with the objectives

of the higher education policies of the nation?

b) Translates its vision statement into its activities?

MISSION: ‘Educate, Empower and Liberate’

VISION: Training women for a challenging future in the e-world through   value based

education in a wide spectrum of disciplines.

a) Contributing to national development is one of the core values of higher education and

Sarojini Naidu Vanita Maha Vidyalaya makes a whole hearted endeavour  towards this

end. The institution imparts value based higher education to women in order to bridge

the wide gender gap in literacy.  To further this cause, education is imparted on a minimal

fee to around 3000 students every year; more than 1000 of whom pass out every year to

join the employable pool.  The composition of students is heterogeneous.  The marginalized

sections – SC, ST, BC and Minorities constitute 2/3rd of the student community.

b) The institution does not insist on cut off mark for admission.  Students are enrolled

with the mission to empower young women through holistic education to face future

challenges.
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The institution imparts conventional and self funded market oriented courses and facilitates

co-curricular and extra curricular activities through sports and games, NCC, NSS etc.,

6.1.2 Enumerate the Management’s commitment, leadership role and involvement for

effective and efficient transaction of the teaching learning processes.

The management comprising highly educated and motivated academicians plays a

proactive role in the teaching learning process by overseeing the academic, financial and

other activities entailed in the smooth functioning of the institution.

They extend financial support to conduct seminars/ conferences/ workshops.  The staff is

encouraged to participate in orientation and refresher courses, avail faculty improvement

programmes, to adopt new techniques of teaching etc.,

6.1.3 How does the management and the head of the institution ensure that responsibilities

are defined and communicated to the staff of the institution?

In the beginning of the academic year, the Principal convenes a staff meeting to form

various committees and allocate duties for the smooth functioning of the institution.  The

Management also interacts with the staff members at regular intervals to identify/rectify

problems.

6.1.4 How does the management/Head of the institution ensure that adequate information

(from feedback and personal contacts etc) is available for the management, to review

the activities of the institution?

Feed back is collected and reviewed by the Academic Committee.  The minutes are

presented to the Office Bearers for necessary action.  In the course of regular interaction

with students, the faculty members ascertain their
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feedback.  This is conveyed through the Head of the institution to the Management.

Informal meetings with parents are also other sources of obtaining feedback which help

the Management in assessment and evaluation.

6.1.5 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff for

improvement of the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?

The Management encourages and supports involvement of staff through the:

� Committees – Academic and Non Academic

� Orientation Programmes and Workshops

� Organization of Seminars, Conferences etc.,

� Exhibition and Fetes like the ‘Rediscovery of Hyderabad – An Evolving View’, Food

festivals, Eco-friendly idol making to name a few.

The Management is actively involved in the major events conducted by the college.

6.1.6 Describe the leadership role of the head of the institution, in governance and

management of the institution.

In the governance and management of the institution, the head of the institution in addition

to her good rapport with the management should be a role model in inculcating the spirit

of unity and understanding amongst the staff members and students seek their cooperation

for the progress of the institution.  For systematic and smooth functioning of the institution,

the Principal adopts the following measures:

� Regular formal and informal interaction with the staff members, students and hostellers.
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� Personal observation pertaining to the infrastructure and student facilities.

� Motivate the staff and students to participate in academic and non-academic activities.

� Promote work culture amongst the staff members.

6.2 Organizational Arrangements

6.2.1 Give the organizational structure and details of the academic and administrative

bodies of the institution. Give details of the meetings held, and the decisions taken

by these bodies, regarding finance, infrastructure, faculty recruitment, performance

evaluation of teaching and non-teaching staff, research and extension activates,

linkages and examinations held during the last two years.
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The organizational structure of the institution comprises the Governing Body members

and Office Bearers from the Osmania Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition Society

as the parent body/ sponsors, a Government representative, a University representative,

Principal and Staff representative.

At the apex of the institution is the Governing Body assisted by four sub-committees –

Academic, Finance and Office Bearers and Hostel Committee.  The decision of the sub-

committees require the final approval of the Governing Body for implementation.

1. Academic Committee: - The Academic Committee functions for the over all academic

development of the institution. It takes decisions pertaining to the:

� Procedure for Admissions into UG courses, for increasing number of sections.

� Introduction of new academic programmes certificate courses, Diploma courses etc.,

� Organization of Seminars / Conferences/ Workshops

� Analysis of Annual Results

� Analysis of feedback forms and action to be taken

2.   Finance Committee: - The Finance Committee takes care of financial requirements

of the institution. The important functions of the committee are:

� To review annual audit report and comply with the suggestions.

� To sanction amounts for infrastructure development and purchase of Computers,

Equipments, etc., and their maintenance.

� To consider issues pertaining to scholarships / fee reimbursement/ free ships /

institutional scholarship.
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�  To sanction amounts for conduct of conference / seminars/workshops

� Payment of staff salaries

� Grant of loan facilities

3.  Office Bearers: - The Office Bearers perform the following functions:

� Office Bearers meet frequently and take decisions on various administrative issues

and other important matters and recommend to the sub-committees such as Finance

Committee, Academic Committee, Hostel Committee and Governing Body.

4.  Hostel Committee: - The Hostel Committee undertakes:

� To review the functioning of the hostel.

� To provide / expand infrastructural facilities

� To ensure provision / maintenance of hostel building and other amenities like solar

water plant, RO/ Mineral Water plant, Hostel rooms, etc.,

� Appointment of Cooks

� Maintenance of general health /  Hygiene etc.,

The Governing Body in its meetings during the past two years has taken many

important decisions. Some of the major decisions were to sanction for:

� Purchase of equipment in Gymnasium.

� Purchase of 51 computers

� Purchase of printers , LCD projector, furniture for Department of Computer Science,

English & Commerce Computer lab
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� Conversion of Biotechnology into Applied Nutrition and Public Health programme.

� Introduction of IGNOU Certificate Courses

� M.Phil/Ph.D increments to the MBA faculty

� Organizing national workshops on ‘Manager Manage Thyself’ for MBA Students.

6.2.2 To what extent is the administration decentralized? How does the institution

collaborate with different sections/departments and personnel of the institution to

improve the quality of its educational provisions?

The institution headed by the Principal is functionally decentralized for administrative

convenience.  As per the norms of the University there is post of the Academic Coordinator

is responsible for the conduct of internal and university examinations.  Control Room in-

charges are appointed for convenience by the academic coordinator. To streamline and

improve academic quality, coordinator and asst. coordinator (Academics), coordinator

(student services) are appointed for Inter, UG, PG and MBA separately. They are

responsible for academics and exams. Service coordinator is responsible for student

services.

� As it is a composite college with a strength of more than 3000 students in Intermediate,

UG, PG and MBA, two Vice-Principals for Degree, one Intermediate In-charge

Principal, PG Director and MBA Director have been appointed.  For academic purpose

each department is under the charge of a senior faculty member.

� The office functions under the supervision of the Administrative Officer (A.O), who

is assisted by Senior Assistants, Junior Assistants,
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� Accountants, Record Assistants and Electronic Data Processing (EDP) section.

� The A.O supervises the personnel of various sections / departments facilitating

educational provision and effective functioning of office.  The administrative

functions are carried by the following departments:

a) Admissions  b) EDP   c) Examinations  d) Scholarships

e) Fees/Accounts

 f) Stock and Stores   g) Caretaker

6.2.3 Does the institution have effective internal coordination and monitoring

mechanisms? If yes, specify.

Under the effective leadership of the Principal and the decentralized system of

administration, internal coordination and monitoring of various activities is possible.

Coordination and monitoring mechanisms are through staff meetings, various committees,

circulars/notices, public address system and personal conduct.

6.2.4 Does the institution have a Grievance Redressal Cell for its employees? If yes, what

are its functions? List the number of grievances redressed during the last two years.

There is no formal Grievance Redressal Cell for employees.  The redressal of the

grievances of the employees is through formal / informal interaction/ submission of

representation to the Principal and conveying the matter to the Management.  Major

financial issues are represented in the Governing Body meetings by the Staff

Representative and the Principal.

During the last two years the Management has enhanced the salaries of the unaided staff

by 7% annually, inclusive of Employees Provident Fund (EPF)
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and Pension scheme (EPS).  The Management also has been kind enough in sanctioning

Maternity leave and Earned leaves.

6.2.5 How many times does the management meet the staff in an academic year? What

are the major issues discussed during the last meeting?

Formal meetings of the Management with the staff are conducted to discuss important

matters like, student development, staff development, curricular development, re-

accreditation, golden jubilee celebrations, conduct of major national and  international

seminars, exhibitions and  fairs.

The presence of the Secretary-cum-Correspondent in the institution during the college

timings facilitates interaction on a regular basis.

6.2.6 Is there a Cell to prevent sexual harassment of women staff? How effective is the

functioning of the cell?

As the institution is a women’s college, there is no sexual harassment cell.

6.3 Strategy Development and Deployment

6.3.1  Describe the procedure of developing the perspective institutional plan. How are

the teachers, students and administrators involved in the planning process?

� The Governing Body takes up the responsibility of decision making for perspective

institutional plan.  The Governing Body comprising the members of the Osmania

Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition Society, sponsor and manage the institution

in all developmental activities.

� The teachers are involved in the planning process of all academic matters like

- introduction of new courses, expansion of infrastructure facilitates, student-

centric facilities etc., in all these matters, the
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� administrators are more actively involved by offering suggestions and mediation

between the management and institution.

� The student involvement in the planning process is through the feedback obtained at

the end of every academic year and the suggestions obtained through the suggestion

box.

6.3.2 How are the objectives communicated and deployed to all levels, to ensure individual

employee’s contribution for the institutional development?

Every academic year begins with the meeting of the Principal with the staff.  The objectives

are communicated to the staff by allocation of duties and composition of committees for

academic and non-academic activities.

The Principal also communicates the objectives to the staff by circulating official

correspondence received from Osmania University, CCE, APSCHE, Govt. of Andhra

Pradesh.

The Principal ensures the individual contribution for institutional development through

regular feedback, interaction with committees and individual teachers.

6.3.3 List the different committees constituted for the management of different

institutional activities? Give details of the meetings held and the decisions taken,

regarding academic management, finance, infrastructure, faculty, research, extension

and linkages, and examinations held during the last two years.

The different committees constituted for institutional activities are:
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The above committees meet as and when required for implementation of activities

pertaining to the committees.

Committees like Student advisory, NCC, NSS, Sports etc., have student representatives

for decision making.

6.3.4 Has the institution an MIS in place, to select, collect, align and integrate data and

information on the academic and administrative aspects of the institution?

 Yes, the EDP section, the Internet facility, Scanner, Fax etc., facilitate the integration of

data and information on the academic and administrative aspects of the institution.

6.3.5 Does the institution use the various data and information obtained from the feedback,

in decision-making and performance improvement? If yes, give details.

Yes, the feedback obtained from the students is used in decision making and performance

improvement for faculty appointment and infrastructural up gradation.
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6.3.6 What are the institution’s initiatives for promoting co-operation, sharing of

knowledge, innovations and empowerment of the faculty? (Skill sharing across

departments, creating/providing conducive environment, etc.,)

The institution promotes cooperation and sharing of knowledge amongst the faculty

members by arranging orientation lectures / workshops / seminars common for all the

faculty members.

For the General Education papers of IHC, Environmental Studies and Science and

Civilization for I, II and III year UG students respectively, the faculty is drawn from

different disciplines for skill sharing.

When a department conducts a seminar / conference / workshop, the faculty members of

all other departments whole heartedly render their services.  Similar support is also

extended for the annual college day, sports day etc.,

6.4. Human Resource Management

6.4.1     What are the mechanisms for performance assessment (teaching, research, service)

of faculty and staff? (Self-appraisal method, comprehensive evaluation by students

and peers). Does the institution use the evaluations to improve teaching/research of

the faculty and service of the faculty by other staff? If yes, how?

The mechanisms for performance assessment are:

� The self appraisal method for performance assessment of the aided teaching staff is

used for career advancement benefit.

� The Principal’s observation and personal feedback from HOD’s students, peer, parents

are other methods for evaluating the performance of all faculty members.
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� The Principal personally interacts with the faculty members and offers suggestions

for institutional development.

6.4.2   What are welfare measures for the staff and faculty? (mention only those which

affect and improve staff well-being satisfaction and motivation)

The welfare measures for the staff and faculty are through:

� Annual hike in salary inclusive of EPF and EPS.

� Sanction of maternity leave, earned leave.

� Free education for girls of  Class IV employees working under OGA institutions.

� Loan facilities like marriage  loan, personal loan, medical loan, festival advance for

the non-teaching staff.

6.4.3  What are the strategies and implementation plans of the institution, to recruit and

retain faculty and other staff who have the desired qualification, knowledge and

skills?

To recruit and retain faculty and other staff who have the desired qualification, knowledge

and skills, the institution motivates through provision of welfare measures and annual

salary hike.

6.4.4    What are the criteria for employing part-time/adhoc faculty? How are the recruitment

conditions of part-time/adhoc faculty different from that of the regular faculty?

(Eg. Salary structure, workload, specializations).

The aided faculty is appointed as per government norms.  The part time/adhoc faculty are

appointed through a formal procedure of advertisement and selection by interview/

demonstration.   The salary structure of the part-time /adhoc faculty is as per the rules

framed by the Management.  Workload and specialization for these members is as per

university norms.
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6.4.5 What are the policies, resources and practices of the institution that support and

ensure that professional development of the faculty? (Eg. budget allocation for staff

development, sponsoring for advanced study, research, participation in seminars,

conferences, workshops, etc., and supporting membership and active involvement

in local, state, national and international professional associations).

For professional development of the faculty, the institution plays a key role in

extending their support in matters pertaining to:

� Sanction of study leave to upgrade their qualification.

� Provision of infrastructural facilities for research.

� Sponsoring seminars/workshops/conferences.

6.4.6   How do you assess the needs of the faculty development? Has the institution conducted

any staff development programmes for skill up-gradation and training of the staff?

If yes, give details.

Majority of the faculty members are part-time/adhoc fresh post graduate recruitees.  There

is always a need for orientation of the staff.  The institution has conducted a number of

faculty development programmes for their orientation and skill up gradation. (Annexure)

6.4.7   What are the facilities provided to faculty? (Well-maintained and functional office,

infrastructure and other space to carry out their work effectively etc.,)

The facilities provided to the faculty are:

� Well furnished Staff rooms for the departments.

� Research centers – Botany and Zoology
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� Well furnished Office lay out for different sections like – Examinations, scholarships,

admissions, fees, stock and stores, administration and EDP section.

6.5 Financial management and Resource Mobilization

6.5.1   Does the institution get financial support from the Government? If yes, mention the

grants received in the last three years under different heads. If no, give details of the

sources of revenue and income generated during the last three years.

Yes, the institution gets financial support from the Government.

Grants from U.G.C

Salaries (Grant-in-Aid):

2008-09 - Rs.2,04,08,862/-

2009-10 - Rs.1,95,88,719/-

2010-11 - Rs.2,84,31,626/-

Scholarships:
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6.5.2  What is the quantum of resources mobilized through donations? Give
information for the last two years.

The college does not collect any donation.

� Contributions made by retired staff members or in memory of deceased employees/

students are utilized by instituting gold medals/cash awards.

� By conducting the seminar “Rediscover Hyderabad – an Evolving view” in 2006, an

amount of Rs.4,00,000/- was generated which has been deposited as FDR and the

interest is converted into the institutional scholarship “Vanita Vidya Sahakaram”

paid to the students who do not receive any other kind of scholarship.

6.5.3   Is there adequate budget to cover the day-to-day expenses? If no, how is the deficit

met?

Yes, the day to day expenses are met by the institution from the income generated from

the fees.

6.5.4  What are the budgetary resources to fulfill the institution’s mission and offer quality

programmes? (Budget allocations over the past two years (provide income

expenditure statements)

The institution offers quality programmes to fulfill its mission of ‘Educate, Empower

and Liberate’ through budgetary allocation on priority basis for upgradation of

infrastructure, technology, seminars, workshops, conferences etc., During the last two

years the following facilities have been provided:

� Establishment of computer lab for Departments of Commerce and English language.
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� Construction of classrooms/labs/A.V Room/staff rooms/rest rooms/extension of

library/installation of lift, mineral water plant with supply room etc.,

� Xerox machine, equipment of lab, computers

� Allocation of library/lab budget.

� Budgetary allocations for curricular/co-curricular/extra curricular activities.

6.5.5  Are the accounts audited regularly? If yes, give the details of internal and external

audit procedures and the audit reports for last two years.

Yes.  The internal audit is conducted by the Chartered Accountant appointed by the

Management and the external audit is through CCE and the A.G’s office.

6.5.6 Has the institution computerized its finance management systems? If yes, give details.

Yes.  Self developed Oracle based software.

6.6 Best practices in Governance and Leadership

6.6.1   What are the significant best practices in Governance and leadership carried out by

the institution?

The best practices in Governance and leadership carried out by the Institution are

participatory decision making, decentralization of responsibilities prioritizing needs,

proper planning, monitoring execution, strong commitment participatory problem

resolution and acting on feedback.

Our sponsors, the Osmania Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition Society are pioneers

and role models in the field of women’s education.
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� The institution started in 1957 as a tutorial college has risen to the stature of an

established organization by providing education to women at intermediate/UG/PG

levels.

� The institution serves and caters to the requirement of the first generation learners

from the socio-economic weak sections of the society by charging minimal fees.

� The Management is magnanimous in extending financial / administrative  / moral

support for conducting academic and non-academic activities in the college.

� The management appointees are motivated and retained in the institution with a

considerable annual hike in their salaries.

� The College Building / hostel / auditorium / other amenities and the sprawling

premises are well maintained with the support of the Management.

� The Management leadership trait is evident from their cordial interaction with the

staff, handling the staff grievances effectively, encouragement to the staff in improving

their qualification and skills.

� The Management has always supported the head of the institution and ensured

effective and smooth functioning of the college.

� Through their good offices, Management has always been successful in seeking

assistance and cooperation from various external organization / bodies on special

occasions.
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For Re-accreditation:

1. What were the evaluative observations made under organization

and management in the previous assessment report and how have

they been acted upon?

The evaluative observation made under organization and management in the

previous assessment report is that the house building loans may be introduced

for the staff of the  unaided section.

Compliance :

The Management has facilitated the unaided non teaching staff by providing

personal loan facility.
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2. What are the other quality sustenance and enhancement measures

undertaken by the institution since previous assessment and accreditation

with regard to organization and management.

Our sponsors the Osmania Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition Society

are pioneers and role models in the field of women’s education.  The quality

sustenance and enhancement measures undertaken by the institution since

previous assessment and accreditation with regard   to organization and

management are:

� Expansion of infrastructural facilities like classrooms, labs, A.V rooms,

rest rooms, water coolers, equipment, furniture, computers, books &

journals etc.,

� Introduction of new courses at UG and PG levels like M.Sc (Physics),

Biotechnology, Applied Nutrition and Public Health, ADD-On Diploma

Courses and Certificate Courses.

� Resolution of the staff grievances, hike in salary.

� Review of feedback forms, library automation.

� Establishment of Jawahar Knowledge Center.

� Short term courses.
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Criterion VII

Innovative practices

7.1 Internal Quality Assurance System

7.1.1 What mechanisms have been developed by the institution for quality assurance

within the existing academic and administrative systems?

1.   Internal quality assurance cell (IQAC) is the most important mechanism developed

in the institution in October 2005, to enhance and assure quality in the academic and

administrative systems of the institution.

2.  The Management and the Principal are another mechanism to guide, motivate and

sustain quality in the institution.

3.  The presence in house Chartered Accountant is a quality assurance mechanism.

4.   Our parent body / sponsors, the Osmania Graduates’ Association and the Exhibition

Society are also a part of quality assurance.
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5.  The stakeholders - Specially the students and their parents are involved in the quality

assurance mechanism of the institution.

7.1.2 What are the functions carried out by the above mechanisms in the quality

enhancement of the institution?

The above mechanisms carryout different functions to enhance and assure academic and

administrative quality in the institution.

1.   The internal quality assurance cell consisting of the Governing Body Members,

Principal, NAAC Coordinator, Heads of Departments, Senior Faculty Members,

Service Coordinators (Sports and Games, NCC, NSS, Placement cell, Literary and

Cultural Committees, etc.,) Warden Administrative Officer (A.O) and few other staff

members is responsible for the smooth conduct of academic and administrative

systems in the institution.
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The efficient functioning of IQAC for quality assurance is through motivation towards:

� The incorporation / adoption of modern teaching methods like use of OHP/LCD/

Power point presentation etc.,

� Organization of seminars / extension lectures / workshops / orientations / field trips

/ study / educational tours.

� Student participation in seminars, group discussions, paper presentation, assignments/

tests, surveys, competitions, contribution to college magazine etc.,

� Interaction with the Management / Principal.

The IQAC conducts regular meetings with the staff and all other co curricular and extra

curricular student activity coordinators for quality assurance in the institution.

2.  The mechanism of Management / Principal in sustenance of academic and

administrative quality is through :

� Regular interaction with the staff members.

� Maintenance of administrative accountability through proper channel ensuring

effective functioning of the office.

� The control mechanism through supervision in the routine functioning promoting

commitment.

� Promotion of work culture by motivation.

� Supporting the faculty to organize seminars, conferences and workshops.

� Permitting the faculty to upgrade their qualification through research and FDP

programmes.
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� Allowing to pursue major and minor research projects.

3.    The conduct of annual internal audit for the Chartered Accountant leads to the proper

maintenance of accounts / administrative systems

4.  Our sponsors the OGA and the Exhibition Society by extending financial support,

facilitate implementation of our academic and non-academic plans thus assuring

quality sustenance.

The OGA and the Exhibition Society through their annual visit regarding assessment of

development grants help in quality assurance.

5.   The students also contribute towards quality assurance through:

� Through the feedback forms voicing their suggestion giving an opportunity for the

institution to update all the systems in place.

� Regular interaction with the faculty members and student related service coordinators

help in maintaining the quality.

� Parents as stakeholders through their formal and informal interaction with the

Principal and faculty members also helps in understanding various issues which

need to be handled for quality assurance in the institution.

7.1.3 What role is played by students in assuring quality of education imparted by the

institution?

The students play an active role in assuring quality of education imparted by the institution

by:

� Attending classes regularly.

� Interacting / participating in class rooms.

� Seeking extra information pertaining to subject oriented current issues.

� Referring to latest books / journals, visiting the library.
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� Participation in seminars / co-curricular , extra-curricular, inter collegiate / university

competitions etc.,

7.1.4 What initiatives have been taken up by the institution to promote best practices in

the institution? How does the institution ensure that the Best practices have been

internalized?

The initiatives taken up by the institution to promote best practices are:

� Introduction of job-oriented ADD-ON Diploma courses.

� Introduction of Certificate Courses under convergence scheme in partnership with

IGNOU.

� Establishment of Centre for Personality Development and Communication skills in

association with Vivekananda Institute of Human Excellence.

� Introduction of Certificate course in Tailoring in collaboration with USHA Sewing

Machine.

� Use of Dummy rifles for training NCC Cadets.

� Grant of institutional scholarship to the economically poor students (those who do

not receive any other scholarship)

   Efforts are made to communicate the facilities available in the institution through

orientation and wide publicity.

7.1.5 In which way has the institution added value to the quality enhancement of students?

The institution has added value to the quality enhancement of students by organizing

extension lectures, seminars, conferences, workshops etc.,
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� Improving teaching technique through use of LCD presentation, power point

presentation, internet facility etc.,

� Involving / motivating students in use of computer labs, English language lab (as

prescribed under University curriculum)

The best practices adopted by the institution have also added value to the quality

enhancement of students.

7.2 Inclusive practices

7.2.1   What practices have been taken up by the institution to provide access to students

form the following sections of the society:

a)  Socially-backward

The socially backward students have an access to the institution as per the policy of

the State Government in the admission process, availing scholarships.

b)  Economically-weaker sections

Economically weaker sections are given the benefit of paying fees in installments

and institutional scholarship is given under the Vanita Vidya Sahakaram and poor

student aid fund schemes.

c)  Differently-abled

The differently abled students are encouraged to participate in all academic / non

academic activities.

7.2.1 (a) What efforts have been made by the institution to recruit 1) Staff from the

  disadvantaged communities? Specify?

a)  Teaching

b)  Non-teaching
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A majority of the unaided teaching and non teaching staff members belong to the

disadvantaged sections.

The aided staff have been recruited as per the roaster system prescribed by the Government.

7.2.2 What special efforts are made to achieve gender balance amongst students and staff?

S.N.Vanita Maha Vidyalaya is a women’s institution.  Male staff is recruited depending

upon the availability of candidates.

7.2.3 Has the institution done a gender audit and /or any gender-related sensitizing courses

for the staff/ students? Give details.

Gender related sensitizing orientation programmes are organized through lectures on:

� Female Foeticide

� Cancer Awareness

� Nutritional Requirement

� Health and Hygiene

� Domestic Violence

� Anti Dowry act

� Eve Teasing etc.,

7.2.4  What intervention strategies have been adopted by the institution to promote the

overall development of students from rural/tribal backgrounds?

The institution organizes a number of seminars, lectures, workshops for the overall

development of students in general. Hostel facility is provided to the students from rural/

tribal background

7.2.5  Does the institution have a mechanism to record the incremental academic growth of

the students admitted from the disadvantaged sections?

The institution does not have any separate / special mechanism to record the incremental

academic growth of the students from the disadvantaged sections.
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7.2.6   What initiatives have been taken by the institution to promote social-justice and

good citizenship amongst its students and staff? How have such initiatives reached

out to the community?

� Social equity is ensured in all endeavours of the institution to promote social justice

and good citizenship amongst students and staff.

� The various activities of the NSS/NCC/NES inculcate a spirit of integration,

homogenity and patriotism.

� The institution’s initiatives through social networking have reached the community.

The NSS unit has adopted Qutubullapur village and made it a role model.

� Earn while you learn schemes have benefited the students and the community (Products

made by the students are taught and sold to the people of the community)

7.3 Stakeholder relationships

7.3.1 How does the institution involve all its stakeholders in planning, implementation

and evaluation of the academic programmes?

The institution is an affiliate of Osmania University and does not have the discretion to

plan, implement and evaluate the academic programmes.  However, within the existing

frame work based on the University norms, a few self-financed restructured courses at

UG and PG level and Add-On Diploma courses and Certificate courses have been

introduced. Assignments, paper presentations and projects help in the involvement of the

stakeholders in the evaluation of academic programmes.
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7.3.2 How does the institution develop new programmes to create an overall climate

conducive to learning?

The institution develops new programmes for conducive learning based on market demand

within the frame work of university norms.

7.3.3 What are the key factors that attract students and stakeholders, to the institution

and result in stakeholder satisfaction?

� The college is a women’s institution centrally located at Nampally in the vicinity of

the old city and Begum bazaar area, primarily inhabited by two conservative

communities. Two/three generations from these communities have been our students.

� Through word of mouth students are attached to the institution for the facilities of co-

curricular / extra-curricular activities available and at the reputation earned by the

institution at the National and International levels.

� The infrastructural facilities offered by the institution attract the stakeholders.

� The existence of exclusive girls hostel within the premises is an added  attraction for

stakeholders from rural areas.

� The safe and secure conditions enhance the stakeholders satisfaction.

� As majority of our students are from minority background, the second languages

offered (Arabic / Urdu) by the institution are suitable for their academic pursuits.

7.3.4 How does the institution elicit the cooperation from all stakeholders to

ensure overall development of the students, considering the curricular

and co-
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curricular activities, research, community orientation and the personal/spiritual

development of the students?

For overall development of the students, the institution seeks the cooperation from all

the stakeholders by motivation and highlighting the quality of education and other activities

imparted by the institution.

The orientation programme at the beginning of the academic year and the parent teacher

meetings, regular informal interaction enable the institution to elicit cooperation from

stakeholders and ensuring overall development of the students.

7.3.5 How do you anticipate public concerns in your current and future programme

offering and operations?

Expression of public concern in current programme offering is obtained mostly during

the admission process.

Generally public concern is regarding the utility of the conventional courses like B.A.,

B.Sc., B.Com.

The education policy of Government of Andhra Pradesh is more in favour of professional

courses like Engineering.  This has paved way for mushrooming of Engineering colleges

which has diluted the demand for conventional courses.

Amongst the UG courses offered by the institution the demand is for restructured courses

like B.Com (Computers), MPCS, MECS which are mostly computer based courses.

Restructuring of courses in other faculties demands an increase in the fee structure and

the consequent problem of availability and quality of teachers thus dissuading the general

public from opting these courses.
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7.3.6 How does the institution promote social responsibilities and citizenship roles among

the students? Does it have any exclusive programme for the same?

� Social responsibilities and citizenship roles among the students are inculcated by the

faculty in course of their regular lectures especially by the faculty members of

Humanities and Social Sciences.

� Celebration of Independence Day / Republic Day.

� Organizing / participating in seminars, lectures on important occasions like Gandhi

Jayanthi, Teacher’s Day, Sarojini Naidu’s/Jawaharlal Nehru/ Vivekananda birth

anniversaries etc.,

� Participation in rallies organized on occasions of World AIDS Day, Health runs, Anti

corruption run.

� Poster presentation spreading message of social responsibility.

� Organization of Musical programme by the blind.

7.3.7 What are the institutional efforts to bring in community orientation in its activities?

The institutional efforts to bring in community orientation in its activities is through the

NSS/NES/NCC.

7.3.8 How does your institution actively support and strengthen the neighborhood

communities? How do you identify community needs and determine areas of

emphasis for organizational involvement and support?

The institution plays a very positive /active role in strengthening the neighbourhood

communities by:

� Motivating the community in and around the institution to enroll their children in

schools and colleges.
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� Creating awareness of the existence of the institution and highlighting socio-economic-

political issues preventing in the society through surveys / educational tours.

�  Enlightening the need for environmental protection, eco friendly surroundings,

protection of animals /trees.

The institution identifies the community needs and determine areas of emphasis for

institutional support through:

� NSS unit’s active involvement in rural camps which elicit first hand information

about the various socio-economic-political problems, need for problem management

and resolution.

� The institution extends financial support, provision of public services for the benefit

of the local community.

7.3.9 How do the faculty and students contribute in these activities?

The student involvement is through voluntary services to the community and the faculty

contribution in the form of cash / kind, awareness programmes, enlightening communities

about social evils and measures – legal or otherwise to face the challenges of the modern

society.

7.3.10 Describe how your institution determines student satisfaction, relative to academic

benchmarks? Do you update the approach in view of the current and future

educational needs and challenges?

� The student satisfaction is determined based on the feedback obtained on curriculum,

teaching – learning resources.

� The regular classroom interaction and informal interaction is a source of determining

student satisfaction.

Criterion VII
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� The post result analysis also elicits the positive reaction and satisfaction of the

stakeholders.

� The student’s faith and impression about the institution in building their character

and career.

The institution tries to analyse, review and evaluate the current and future educational

needs and challenges by obtaining information from internal and external sources during:-

Admission process, Public Examinations, Results, On/Off Campus placements.

7.3.11 How do you build relationships?

� To attract and retain students

Highlighting the infrastructural, academic and non-academic facilities offered by the

institution.

Providing concessions in the payment of fees by installment method.

� To enhance students performance and

Through Classroom / personal interaction, motivation to use library, internet.

� To meet their expectations of learning

� Through career guidance and counselling.

7.3.12 What is your complaint management process? How do you ensure that these

complaints aggregated and analyzed for use in the improvement of the organization,

and for better stakeholder-relationship and satisfaction?

� The institution has a Grievance Redressal Cell which functions under the supervision

of the Principal.

� Floor-wise suggestion boxes help the students in voicing their academic and non-

academic grievances.

Criterion VII
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� The complaints are handled and resolved by the head of the institution, in consultation

with the concerned committees.

� Based on the suggestions / complaints received the Principal addresses the faculty

members regarding the need for improvement of the organization and its effective

functioning.

Criterion VII
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For Re-accreditation:

1.  How are the core values of NAAC reflected in the various functions of the

institution?

Reflection of core values of NAAC:

 The institution has been consistently contributing towards the cause of higher

education, especially women’s education.

� Every year the institution is adding to the national pool of literate and

employable people – contributing to the national development, enhancing

the literacy rate and employment.  Towards this goal of national

development the institution enrolls students into NSS/NCC/NES units

that carry out various activities inculcating virtues of righteousness, social

justice and equity for the all round human resource development.

� The curriculum designed by the University and the various opportunities

offered by the institution foster the global competencies among students.

The teaching methodology/techniques, training, placements/JKC ‘Earn

while you learn’ scheme, extra curricular and co-curricular facilities are

in tune with the LPG policy contributing to skill and entrepreneurial

development of the students.

Criterion VII
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� The institution is a role model in inculcating a value system among the

students.  The institution admits students from minority/business class/ 1st

generation learners with cultural, economic and environmental diversities.

With the support of the institution the admitted foreign students have

acclimatized themselves with the Indian value system.  Apart from the class

room value based lecture system, lectures/seminars, NSS/NCC activities

are organized round the year on personality development, value system and

other related topics.

� The institution is keeping pace with technological innovation and changes

for teaching/learning and administrative development.  Electronic resources

are encouraged for resource sharing, networking and grievance.

      a) The faculty adopt modern teaching methods like OHP presentation, power

          point presentation, LCD presentation and internet facility.

      b) Computers and Internet facility are provided to students and faculty for

          updating their knowledge and skills.

      c) UG/PG programmes are computer based as per university norms.

      d) Administrative activities by office, library etc., are computerized for

         ensuring ICT enabled administrative process.

       e) A self developed oracle based software is in use by the administrative

           staff.

Criterion VII
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� The institution is making relentless efforts for excelling in

academic / non-academic and administrative fields by

identifying the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the system.

To meet the challenges of the growing competitions in higher

education/ job market, the institution ensures training/skill

development / personality development of the faculty, staff and

students.

Criterion VII
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1. Department of  Applied Nutrition

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mrs.Chitkala S Rajan M.Sc, DFSM 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 BSc(BCN) 901 499

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 BSc(BCN) 0 1 7 22

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus was changed in the year 2007

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

As the course has been introduced in the year 2011, the first batch has not yet given the

final examinations.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Lab resources for Nutrition, The lab is well equipped to conduct practicals for Nutritional

Biochemistry. The resources are as under:
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Muffle furnace, Colorimeter, Electronic Weighing balance, Microscope, Autoclave, Hot

air oven, Water bath.

Glassware to conduct qualitative and quantitative methods includes test Tubes, Burettes,

Pipettes, Beakers, Conical flask, Glass rods. Chemical reagents are made available too

carryout chemical analysis of nutrients.

Nutrition-Cookery lab:- The lab has all the necessary infrastructure to conduct cookery

practicals. Microwave oven, Mixer grinder, Cookers, Gas Stoves, Utensils, Juicers,

Blenders,  Kitchen weighting scale, Cutting boards, Knives, Tawas, are available to

students for practicals in Cereal, Pulses, Fruit, Vegetable, Meat And Poultry, Sugar, Milk

Cookery.

Measuring cups and kitchen weighing scale help students in understanding concept of

quantity and serving size.

Ingredients required for Cooking Like Rice, Wheat Flour, Vegetable, Pulses, Milk, Sugar,

Meat & Poultry items, are procured according to the practical scheduled.

Students cook the particular item Cereal Pulse, Vegetable, Fruit, Meat & Poultry, Milk

Cookery And Designated days and display the same.

Decorative display cookware is available to enhance the appearance of the item cooked.

Weighing machines, stadio meter, inch tape, fat % measuring machine, BMI chart help

understand basics of Ideal Body Weight and height and prevalence of obesity.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Lecturers, Power point presentation and site visits, LCD, OHP, Charts and Posters are

used by the department.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

-

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

-

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

-

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

-

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

 Encouraging the students to pursue the career of dietician.
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2. Department of  Biochemistry

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.Prema pushpanjali M.Sc 2 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 BCN 901 499

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 BCN 0 1 7 22

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Changes were made in the year 2009.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 99%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Learning resources-41 books. 15 volumes, internet resources, lab equipment, models &

charts etc.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Lecture method, Group discussion and making use of videos and interactive sessions for

some topics, conducting workshops for better understanding.
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

-

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

-

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty members guide students to participate in Poster presentation, Essay

writing, Quiz competitions in life sciences and encourage them for research.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

-

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Nil

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  Planning to conduct an interdisciplinary seminar between the three subjects Chemistry,

Biochemistry and Nutrition.

•  Plan to organize more projects for research.
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3. Department of  Biotechnology

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.Kavitha M.Sc 5 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Nil

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Changes made in the year 2009.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 100%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Nil

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Nil

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Nil

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil
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9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Nil

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

Biotechnology has been discontinued since 2010 at B.Sc level.
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4. Department of Botany (UG)

1.  Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification  Experience

1 Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi M.Phil, Ph.D 28 years

2 Dr.Sangitha mathur M.Sc 25 years

3 Dr.S.Swarupa Rani M.Sc, Ph.D 33 years

4 Dr.Sarah Naheed M.Sc,Ph.D 20 years

5 Mrs.Vijayalalitha M.Sc 9 years

6 Mrs.N.Swathi M.Sc 3years

2.  Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.

 Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 BMC 846 487

2 BZC (E/M) 924 437

3 BZC (T/M) 810 437

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 BMC 7 0 11 42

2 BZC (E/M) 19 7 30 75

3 BZC (T/M) 25 9 35 9

3.    Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and contribution

of the faculty to those changes.

U.G Botany syllabus has been changed from 2008 (2008-2009 I yr, 2009-2010 II yr and

2010-2011 III yr respectively) Final Paper-III & IV subjects like: Tissue culture, seed

technology, Biotechnology and Horticulture. Same is followed in the revised practical

syllabus.
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4.   Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate of Botany UG Students for the last two years is 87.5%. Minimum 5 students

from each batch pursue PG course in Botany.

5.  Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Learning resources of the department are:

•  2 Computers

• Laboratory equipment: Microscopes, Microscopic Camera, Digital Camera, Bio-

visual charts, Calorimeter, PH meter, Laminar airflow, UV chamber, Anticlave,

Digital Balance, OHP, Refrigerator, Water bath, Microtome, Incubator, Soxhlete

apparatus.

• Departmental Library: 5 Journals and 362 books including general agricultural

books and question banks.

• The department has 3 research labs for UG classes, museum, Herbarium room

and a research centre.
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Teaching Learning Methods:

� Lecture method – Bio-visual charts, Models, charts prepared by staff overhead

projector and slide projector.

�  Interactive methods-Student seminars, group discursion, in house debate.

•    Students participate in other college events- Elocution, Science Quiz, Essay

writing and Power point presentations (S.P.College & Aurora College).

•    Student participation in Environmental awareness Programme-‘Students forum’

organized by AIR & APCOST in our college.

•      Students participation in AIR programme – Ayurvedam and Arogyam. Student

Assignment in different topics.

� Experimental Learning: Students are accompanied by faculty to Botanical

tours and horticultural shows for learning live specimen of rare plants as well

as plant materials.

•    Working experiments are regularly conducted in practical classes as directed

by University syllabus.

•   Faculty took training for bonsai new topic introduced in the syllabus.

•   Practical models of few experiments are set by faculty and are being demonstrated
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6.  Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

� Computer Aided Learning: Power point presentations prepared by Faculty as

well as students.

� Digital Camera attached to computer is used for displaying structural microscopic

detail of section cuttings, cell division stages etc.,

7.  Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Staff members are actively involved in counseling the students for the academic progress

and career guidance. Dr.Swarupa Rani, Mrs.Sangitha Mathur and Dr.Sarah Naheed were

involved in remedial coaching for academically weak students. Dr.Sarah Naheed guided

the students in Placement Cell.

8.  Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited during

     the past two years.

Mrs.S.Sarojini Devi was awarded Ph.D in 2009-2010.

9.  Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy  and research.

Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi, was a resource person in academic institutions on Environment and

health, key note speaker in conferences.

Dr.S.Swarupa Rani, has contributed chapter in Taxonomy of AM fungi in association with

Apocyanaceae and
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Asclepiadaceae (BS publications) and Arbusular Mycorrhizal Fungal Taxonomy-An

overview (IK publications)-2006

Dr.Swarupa Rani and Dr.Y.Yashodara(Retd), Course writers for M.Sc(Botany) Theory-

2008 and Practical -2009 for Dr.B.R.Ambetkar University

Dr.Sarah Naheed, was a resource person on Biotechnology in GITAM University, regularly

faculty members participate and present research papers in International and National

conference in India and outside India around 40 research papers are published in Indian and

International journals by our faculty in 5 years.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi, Dr.S.Swarupa Rani, Dr.S.Padmini in the field of Research in plant

sciences are life members and sessional members scientific bodies of national and

international reputation. Botany Department organized national conference in collaboration

with academy of plant sciences Muzafarnagar in 2010. Dr.O.Bhagyalakshmi received travel

grants for attending International conferences. Institution received financial support from

UGC , CSIR, DST, APCOST, for organizing national conferences.
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11.    Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Two ongoing  Major Research Projects and 1 Minor Research project in the field of Bio-

management of Crops, Antimicrobial activity of medicinal and edible plants and

environmental sciences. 2 Ph.D’s awarded around 10 publications and 4 awards in research

are the outcome of research in the institution. Refer to Criterion III Research,

Consultancy and Extension, 3.2.2, (d) no. 2 for Major and Minor Research Project.

12.    Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to aid

student placements

Many passed out students of UG join PG courses in the university and few take up jobs 2

research scholars after Ph.D were placed in Central Govt. research institution  as

Environmental scientist and project fellow in 2009-2010.

13.   Plan of action of the department for the next five years

� To focus the Staff, Students, research scholars of department to the modern trends in

traditional and Applied Botany.

� To undertake the students to take up projects pertaining to the syllabus as well as in the

modern trends in plants sciences.

Highlights:

� Dr.S.Padmini was awarded the Best Teacher Award by the Government of Andhra

Pradesh, in the year 2007.

� Dr. Bhagyalakshmi was awarded the Eminent Scientist Award by APSI

� The Department organized National Seminar in 2008 and National Conference in

2010
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5. Department of Chemistry(UG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.P.Saroja M.Sc, Ph.D 35 years

2 Dr.P.E.Nagalakshmi M.Sc, Ph.D 30 years

3 Dr.Harilatha Reddy M.Sc, Ph.D 24 years

4 Mrs.B.Vanaja M.Sc, (Ph.D) 15 years

5 Mrs.K.Eshwari M.Sc, (Ph.D) 14 years

6 Mrs.Ch.Swapna M.Sc, 4 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

         Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 BZC (E/M) 924 437

2 BZC (T/M) 810 437

3 BMC 772 487

4 ZMC 727 477

5 MPC 908 515

6 BCN 901 499

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN
1 BZC (E/M) 19 7 30 75

2 BZC (T/M) 25 9 35 9

3 BMC 7 0 11 42

4 ZMC 6 0 6 21

5 MPC 0 1 7 22
6 BCN 4 1 6 7

3.     Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and contribution
of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus was changed in the year 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-2011 for I yr, II yr and
III year respectively. There is total
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revamping and reshuffling in topics. Some of the new topics included in the Final year are

material science, spectroscopy green chemistry. Changes have also been made in practical

syllabus. Focus is laid on applications of the subjects, ecofriendly synthesis, microwave

assisted synthesis. A student project on spectroscopy is introduced in practical Paper-IV.

Dr.P.Saroja, was the member of syllabus reviewing committee of Osmania University.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5.    Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Well equipped general library with 3270 chemistry books, a departmental seminar library

with 488 books, 6 journals and 2 periodicals in chemistry are available in the college

library.  A good collection of 46 charts  and 31 models of different structures of simple

molecules. 3 spacious well equipped Laboratories, balance room with 83 Analytical

Balance, 1 Electronic balance, 2 Instrumentation rooms with PH meters,
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Conductometer, Polarimeter, Potentiometer and a UV spectrophotometer, Micro oven,

Muffle furnace, 3 door Fridge, PC based UV spectrophotometer, 2 Computers, one with

the Printer. A Distillation room with distillation plant, vacuum pump, 2 column de-ioniser

with cation and anion column. A gas room with 6 cylinder, full-fledged store room for

stocking chemicals, distillation, vacuum pump with 1 HP meter.

Literature and printed material collected by the staff on attending workshops/seminars/

refresher courses. Information gathered by the faculty by interacting with faculty of other

colleges/ universities and research centres, information from the internet, guest lectures

made available in the departmental seminar.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Modern teaching methods are practiced by the use of Power Point Presentations, OHP,

Models, Animation and educational CD’s. Department of Chemistry conducted a workshop

on ICT aided presentation skills in Science for B.Sc and M.Sc students prizes were given

for the Best Presentation.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Every teacher in the Department involved in the personal and academic counseling.

Some of the Senior members of the department give carrier guidance to the students.

Motivate   the
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students by presenting gifts, prizes for the Best students. Teacher identifies poor students.

Economically backward students and distribute books, study material, question banks,

extra remedial class for weak students. Motivation is given to the students to participate

in extra curricular activities NSS, NCC, Sports Games cultural activities Quiz, Debate,

Essay writing, Elocution, General discussion in topics related to Chemistry in particular

and Science in General.

8. Details of Faculty Development Programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

NIL

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

All the teachers of the department involve themselves in different academic activities

that include both teaching and research.

Academic activities:- Review of the common core syllabus, preparation of synopsis,

organize student seminar/competitions, help in student projects organized guest lecture

updating individual teaching plan.

Research  Activities :- Dr.P.Saroja, is a  Principal Investigator of a minor research project.

Dr.Harilatha  Reddy,  is a co-investigator of a major research project and Mrs.Eshwari, is

a co-investigator of a minor research project.

Dr.P.E.Naglakshmi, is the co-author for APOSS Intermediate I year and II year Telugu

Medium text books and practical manual 2011 and APOSS SSC course Physical Sciences,

(Chemistry part) text book 2011.
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10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Refer to Criterion-III, Research Consultancy and Extension Evaluative Report for

details about the ongoing research projects. Ref.No. 3.2.2 (d) Ongoing  Major Research

Project- No.2 and Ongoing Minor Research Projects- No.2.

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

Few of our students are working as faculty in our college. Mrs.Balalakshmi and

Mrs.Madhavi in the P.G Mrs.Sujatha,is in the UG. Ms.Malathi and Ms.Sarah are working

in Shadan College. Few others are placed in Banks and BPO’s.

Majority of the faculty members in the department are our Alumni.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  The department plan to conduct an interdisciplinary seminar between Chemistry,

Bio-chemistry and Applied Nutrition Departments on Nutrional Biochemistry.

• Plan to strength and placement cell for UG and PG by tie-up with industries and

BPO’s
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Highlights:

•  Dr.P.R.Rajyalakshmi, was awarded the Best Teacher Award in the year 2005.

•  The faculty members are actively involved in participating in seminars/conferences/

workshops national and international.

•  Dr.P.Saroja, Member, Board of Studies, Osmania University.

•  Dr.P.E.Nagalakshmi, Member, Board of Studies, Govt.City College.

•  Dr.P.E.Nagalakshmi and Dr.P.Harilatha Reddy, have contributed as Programme

Officers to the NSS.
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6. Department of Computer Science

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mr.Subba Rao M.Sc, M.Phi, M.Tech 21 years

2 Mrs.B.Srilaxmi M.Sc, ALCCS, PGDCA 4 years

3 Mr.M.Lakshmipathy MCA, ACCA 4 years

4 Mr.B.Ramakrishna MCA 4 years

5 Ms.Sabahath MCA 4 years

6 Ms.Geetha M.Sc 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 M.P.Cs. 966 487

2 M.E.Cs. 941 423

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.P.Cs. 15 0 97 75

2 M.E.Cs. 27 4 80 93

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The syllabus was changed in 2009-2010 and the syllabus of B.Com (Computers) is

changed regularly.
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5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Nil

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

a) Display T.V’s to explain the programmes

b) Small projects to give hands on experience

c) Using LCD and OHP’s to explain the diagrams and to show the programmes.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Nil

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Placements

2009-10 2010-11
    65     70

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  Plan to upgrade the systems

•  Plan to purchase  LCD projector for the department
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7. Department of Mathematics

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr. P.V.S. Lakshmi M.Sc., M.Phil, Ph.D 28 years

2 Dr. B. Nirmala M.Sc., Ph.D. 28 years

3 Mrs. Malathi M.Sc., 21 years

4 Mrs.Sunitha M.Sc,DCA 10 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 M.P.C. 908 515

2 M.P.Cs. 966 487

3 M.E.Cs. 941 488

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 MPC 3 4 10 15

2 MECs 27 4 80 93

3 MPCs 15 0 97 75

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Change were made in the syllabus in the year 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-11 for the

I yr, II yr and III yr respectively.
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5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The Departmental library lends the books to the students.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

NIL

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

The teachers participate in academic counseling by taking extra care of the academically

weak students and conduct remedial classes. The slow learners are taught the concepts

by giving more problems and teaching them basics and fundamentals.

8. Details of Faculty Development Programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Dr.B.Nirmala, was awarded Ph.D in the  year 2010.

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Dr.P.V.S.Lakshmi, is a member, Board of Studies in R.B.V.R.R women’ college and OU

college for women.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Dr.B.Nirmala, is member, Board of Studies in Nizam College.

The faculty members are actively involved in Paper Setting, Valuation and Design of

Curriculum.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

The faculty members help the students to write competitive examinations and also pursue

higher education and train them in analytical skills and reasoning test to find placement

opportunities.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

• The department plans to conduct state level seminars

• Encourage non-mathematic students to successfully  qualify in the competitive

exams by training them to crack the mathematical problems.
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8. Department of Microbiology

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

         Entry level competencies

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus was changed in the year 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-11 I yr, II yr and III yr

respectively.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The Departmental library has 203 books which are used by the faculty and also lent to

the students for reference.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

The department conducted extension lecturers to guide the students.

•  A two day workshop on DNA finger printing on 27th and 28th January 2010 was

conducted in collaboration  Bioaxis

•  One day video workshop was held on Accelerated Bio Learning in collaboration

with DIGIBIOS on 26th Aug-2010.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Academic counseling during admission time and class room counseling to encourage

students to pursue higher education and research in Microbiology.

8. Details of Faculty Development Programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Refresher courses were attended by Ms.T.V.Mahalakshmi, from 20th August to 9th

September-2009 and Ms.K.Pavithra Vani from 1st November to 22nd November 2008.
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9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Red Ribbon club was started for creating awareness on HIV -AIDS in the college on

04.12.2006. informative posters and  models were prepared by the Students of

Microbiology. Presently the Red Ribbon Club has merged its activities with NSS.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Refer to Criterion-III, Research Consultancy and Extension Evaluative Report for

details about the ongoing research projects. Ref.No. 3.2.2 (d) Ongoing Major Research

Project- No.2

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Students are encouraged to pursue a career in Microbiology either through research or in

pathology labs or teaching career.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

• The Department plans to assist students in field work / surveys to gain experience

in research.
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9. Department of Physics & Electronics (UG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

2.  Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The syllabus was changed in the year 2008-09.
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4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

There are 151 books in the departmental Library, Computer lab with 7 systems and 4

laboratories with sufficient equipment.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

OHP and LCD Projector are used in teaching learning.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

In general counseling is carried out by all the staff members and academically weak

students are provided with remedial coaching.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

NIL

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Mr.Subba Rao, from the department is actively involved in placement of the students.
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10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NIL

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during pa

NIL

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Many of the students are placed through the placement cell in various companies like

DELL, DELOITE, GENPACT, WIPRO, INFOSYS etc., through  On and Off campus

interviews, JKC and Job fairs.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  The department plans to encourage students to pursue higher education in Physics

and Electronics

•  Help students to find placement opportunities.
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10. Department of Zoology(UG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr. G. Y. Bhargavi M.Sc., B.Ed., Ph.D. 27 years

2 Dr. K. Satyaparameshwar M.Sc., Ph.D. 27 years

3 Mrs. S. Srivani M.Sc., B.Ed., 18 years

4 Mrs. N. Shailaja M.Sc. 9 years

5 Mrs. Madhumathi M.Sc., B.Ed., 6 years

6 Ms. Surekha M.Sc. 2 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Our institution selects students based on the merit at Intermediate or equivalent 10+2 examination.

Entry level competencies

S.NO GROUP Highest % Lowest %

1 ZMC 727 477

2 BZC (E/M) 924 437

3 BZC (T/M) 810 437

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 ZMC   6 0   6  21

2 BZC (E/M) 19 7 30  75

3 BZC (T/M) 25 9 34    8

Total 50 16 70 104
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3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The Syllabus was changed in 2008,2009 and 2010 for I yr, II yr and III yr respectively.

Dr.G.YBhaargavi is a member Board of Studies, O.U., contributing towards syllabus

change.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Result of the Final year

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Department is possessing an Over Head Projector and faculty is committed to teach

recent trends of the subject in this mode of teaching. We procure Bio-visual charts and

models from time to time as per the development of the subject. The UG library has 450

books. EAMCET, B.Ed and M.Sc entrance books. Science magazines and departmental

library has 450 books. There are three Labs and museum. In the museum many specimens,

skeleton models and slides are there, which helps us taking classes effectively. The

equipment in labs are microscopes, stereoscopic dissecting microscope, microtome,
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hot water bath, autoclave centrifuge, colorimeter etc. The students are taken to field trips

to fish farms, CCMB and scientific exhibitions.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

The staff members make use of Laptop.  Whenever there is a need, they teach the lessons

by using LCD and Power Point Presentations.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Our faculty  members identify talents of the students and encourages to choose proper

option for further education and employment.

Many of the passed out students secured seats in post graduate courses and B.Ed, Diploma

courses in MLT/Nutrition, which in turn helps them in the employment. Our department

provides all the facilities to the Undergraduate and Post Graduate students in respect of

Library, Laboratory. From 1991 Post Graduation in M.Sc(Zoology) is an additional

advantage imparting the education at undergraduate level.

8. Details of Faculty Development Programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

All the faculty members are continuously getting the benefit to enrich their knowledge

by attending the workshop, conferences, seminars,  refresher  and orientation courses.
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9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi and Dr.Sathyaparameshwar are involved  in  research and supervising

the research scholars for the award of Ph.D. and the others are also actively involved in

research.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

            NIL

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

The priority areas in research are Helminthology, Sericulture, Microbiology,

Environmental Biotechnology and Bioinformatics.

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Some of our students are well placed in research in USA, Australia and National institutes

and universities. Most of them are working in Teachers and head mistress in schools.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

I – Development and procurement of laboratory instruments

II- Development and procurement of audiovisual aids

III-Plan to  use  modern  techniques in teaching.
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IV-Plan to get funds from National organization to improve quality of Research

V-  Organization  of  field trips to the students to get awareness of biodiversity &

conservation of animals.

VI  Planning to collaborate with various academic and research institution in research

activity to get the funding from National Organizations. Our department has organized

workshops in collaboration with Hyderabad central university

HIGHLIGHTS

Two day faculty level seminar on Environment Sciences -2005

Two day lecture workshop on Current Trends in Animal Biotechnology, sponsored by

Indian Academy of Sciences

Dr.G.Y.Bhargavi has been selected as Mentor by Indian National Science Academy for

DST-Inspire Camps.

Dr.K.Satya Parameshwar is a guest faculty for M.Tech students at JNTU.
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11. Department of  Commerce(UG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.Ch.Jayashree M.Com,

M.Phil, Ph.D,

PGDCS 30 years

2 Mrs.Radhika Reddy M.Com,

PGDCA,

M.Phil (Ph.D) 21 Years

3 Ms.Anagha M.Com 19 years

4 Ms.Ishrath M.Com 4 years

5 Ms.Naheed M.Com 4 years

6 Ms.Jyothi M.Com 4 years

7 Ms.Afroz M.Com 3 years

8 Ms.Azra M.Com 2 years

9 Ms.Sangeetha M.Com,

(M.Phil) 4 years

10 Ms.Manju M.Com Fresher

11 Ms.Swetha(Programmer) B.Tech Fresher

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 B.Com (G) 883 434

2 B.Com (Comp) 892 433

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 B.Com(G) 54 2 201 238

2 B.Com (Comp) 47 8 147 139
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3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus has been changed for the I year, II year and III year and Computer Practical

have been introduced.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

The success rate of B.Com Students is 85%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The departmental library has 79 books and as the syllabus has changed, Commerce lab

has been established for practical exposure and a commerce computer lab with 60

computers for the practicals.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

The department makes use of LCD and Power Point Presentation. With the revamping

of syllabus Commerce has become Computer oriented with practicals  and computer

based papers hence the use of ICT is made as the teaching method.
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The students are mentored by the department by allocating a teacher to give guidance to

the students. The teacher encourages the student to pursue higher education, give

orientation to the students in pursuing career as Chartered Accountants and Company

Secretaries.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Dr.Ch.Jayashree, is a member, Board of Studies, RBVRR Women’s College. she is also

an M.Phil research guide. Under her guidance four students have been awarded M.Phil.

One is awaiting submission and one is pursuing M.Phil.

Dr.Ch.Jayashree also was a Subject expert at the National Open School. Dr.Ch.Jayashree

along with Mrs.Indumathi, for appointment of faculty in Kamala Nehru Polytechnique,

Exhibition Grounds, Hyderabad.

Mrs.Radhika, delivered an extension lecture in Engineering College.
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10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

The department is tied-up with RBVRR College towards exchange programme.

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

• Visit to RBI, stock broking company

• To have a collaboration with ICSI to start CS course depending on student demand.
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12. Department of Economics

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr V Rajeshwari M.A, M.Phil,

Ph.D 33 Yrs

2 Mrs V Ameetha M.A, M.Phil,

Persuing

Ph.D, SLET 10 Yrs

3 Dr A V V Gouri M.A, M.Phil,

Ph.D 28 Yrs

4 Mrs P Varalakshmi M.A 10 Yrs

5 Ms Suvedya M.A, M.Phil

As Mrs V Ameetha has proceeded on Faculty Improvement Programme, Ms Suvedya is

appointed as a substitute.

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 B.A(EPP) E/M 885 427

2 B.A(EPP) T/M 753 398

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 B.A(EPP) E/M 7 - 15 8

2 B.A(EPP) T/M 1 2 3 2
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3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus is changed every three years as per university norms.  Dr V Rajeshwari and Dr

A V V Gouri have contributed through their publications to the changes in Syllabus.  Dr

V Rajeshwari Co Authored a text book for B.A I yr Micro Economics published by

Telugu Academy.  Dr A V V Gouri as the member of Board of studies of  Osmania

University, Dept. of Economics participated in the process of changing the Syllabus.

The Dept. of Economics has introduced project work with viva voce as a part of final

examination for B.A Final year students in the third paper.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The Department of Economics has a reference library with around 100 books which are

extensively used by the students and the staff. The department shares a computer with

the other departments in the faculty of Social Science. The department

has an overhead projector which is used for the benefit of the students.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Apart from the chalk and board method generally used, the department uses power point

presentations, overhead projector presentations for teaching the students. The students

are exposed to the expertise of the University Professors through extension lectures

arranged by the department. The students are required to submit projects for which they

are encouraged to use the library and internet facilities. By conducting a viva for the

students the skill of expression of the students is tested and corrected.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The department of economics regularly conducts remedial classes for the weak students.

This enables the failed students to cope up with the subject and the students having

difficulty in understanding will be provided extra coaching in these classes.

At the personal level also the members of the faculty enable the students to understand

the need for education, the value of life and the need to find a job and also the art of

compromise. The department helps the students in every aspect to improve their standards

of education and life.
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8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Mrs.V.Ameetha, Lecturer in the Department is on Faculty Development Programme in

order to complete her Ph.D. Ms Suvedya has been appointed in her place as a substitute.

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty members of the Department of Economics have been actively contributing

to the academic activities by publishing books for the existing and changed syllabus of

the university. Dr.V.Rajeswari, Head, Department by Economics has been instrumental

in publishing two books for B.A III year and I year and also contributed in preparing

material useful for the competitive examinations and distance education Dr.A.V.V.Gouri,

Reader in the Department published one book for BA II year syllabus of Osmania

University and also Co-authored the material for BA II year syllabus of the Centre for

Distance Education of the Osmania University. Faculty of the Department has been on

the Board of Studies of not only the University but also other autonomous colleges. As a

part of the curriculum the department was successful in making the final year students

submit projects. A viva was also conducted for the same. The members of the faculty

have attended a large number of seminars and workshops not only of their own
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subject but also inter disciplinary, so as to enhance their exposure and help in the overall

development of the students.

The department also uses Audio-Visual aids like overhead projector, power point

presentations so as to introduce the students to modern learning techniques. Awareness

among the students is enhanced through screening of movies so that their personality

develops in a positive manner.

The faculty members are active in setting question papers for the university as well as

the autonomous college and also evaluate the papers.

The students of Economics at S.N.Vanita Maha Vidyalaya have the good fortune of

interacting with University professors as regular extension lectures are arranged by the

department. This increases the exposure of staff to the recent developments in the subject

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NIL

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.
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•  Dr.V.Rajeshwari, co-authored P.G level book for Group-I and Group-II competitive

exams ‘Bharatha Arthika Abhivrudhi-Samasyalu’ published by Telugu Academy.

•  Dr.V.Rajeshwari, co-authored text book for B.A I yr Micro-economics published

by Telugu Academy.

•  Dr.V.Rajeshwari, authored 7 lessons for centre for Distance education for B.A II

yr Macro economics.

•  Dr.A.V.V.Gouri, authored two lessons for centre for Distance education for B.A II

yr Macro economics.

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Students of Economics have always settled in good positions. Many of them choose

teaching profession, some settle down as homemakers while others pursue higher studies.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

The department of economics plans to keep up the good work going even in the future.

The main emphasis of the department would be check the drop out rate among the students.

As has been our endeavour always to introduce new teaching techniques, use of internet

and LCD presentations will be our main focus. We propose to conduct certain

interdisciplinary lectures where the faculty of Economics will educate and
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enlighten the students of commerce and science, the importance of humanities with special

reference to Economics. In the coming five years the faculty of the Department plans to

complete at least two minor research projects with the help of UGC. A national seminar

is proposed to be organized by the Department of social sciences and the proposals have

been submitted to the development council for its approval. Similar activities will be

taken up in future also.

We also propose to organize certain field surveys on various socio-economic aspects

which will enable the students to interact with the general public and know their pulse.

This will improve the evaluation skills of the students.
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13. Department of History

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.K.Lakshmi M.A,M.Phil,
Ph.D 27 yrs

2 Mrs.Reena Mathur M.A.(History)
M.A (Arch.) 23 yrs

3 Mrs.P.Nagendra M.A, SLET
(Ph.D) 10 yrs

4 Mrs.Rose M.A. 2 yrs

Mrs.P.Nagendra is presently pursuing her Ph.D and Mrs.Rose is appointed as the substitute

teacher.

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 B.A(HSP) 885 427

2 B.A HPML (E) 800 397

SOCIAL PROFILE

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 B.A(HSP) 2 1 2 6

2 B.A HPML (E) 3 - 8 8

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

NIL
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4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The department has a library with 75 books.  Maps are used for practical explanation.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Lecture method is followed by the department.  Students are given projects and interaction

and classroom discussion is also adopted as a method of teaching.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Faculty members are actively involved in counseling the students to pursue higher

education, participate in extra-curricular activities and career guidance is also provided.

Personal counseling is given whenever and wherever required.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Mrs.Nagendra is presently pursuing her Ph.D under the Faculty Development Programme.
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9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Faculty members participate in conferences, seminars, workshops to enhance their

knowledge.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NIL

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

NIL

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

The students of History are placed in various capacities.

13. Plan of action of the department for the next five years.

The department plans to encourage students to take up a career

in Travel and Tourism and give guidance in career opportunities.

HIGHLIGHTS:

The Department has conducted seminars:

•  ‘Confluence – Rediscover Hyderabad-An evolving view’-2006.

•  ‘Jawaharlal Nehru-A Visionary’-2007.

•  ‘Sarojini Naidu – A Nightingale’-2008.

•  ‘Dr.S.Radha Krishnan-A Multifaceted Personality’-2008.
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14. Department of Political Science

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mrs.D.Shobhana M.A. NET, 23 years
(Ph.D)

2 Mrs.B.Mangamma M.A. Ph.D 20 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 B.A(EPP) E/M 885 427

2 B.A (EPP) T/M 753 398

3 B.A HPML (E) 800 397

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 B.A(EPP) E/M 7 - 15 8

2 B.A (EPP) T/M 1 2 3 2

3 B.A HPML (E) 3 - 8 8

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The syllabus was changed in year 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-11 for I yr, II yr and III yr

respectively. Minor additions and deletions of certain topics were made.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The department has a departmental library with 100 books for the reference of the faculty

and are also issued to the students. The department also uses maps as a teaching aid and

the computer.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

The department in general adopts the class room method of teaching. Assignments and

paper presentations are also practiced. Surveys are conducted on important Political issues.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The teachers participate in academic counseling during the admission time and in the

class room interaction enlightening the students about the career opportunities and

guidance regarding higher education and useful ness of higher education.

At times in case of need personal counseling is also given to the students.

Sl.No Class /     2008-09 2009-10
Group
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Department of Political Science

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

N.A

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The teachers contribute towards teaching by participation in conferences and seminar

and upgrading their knowledge for the students benefit. Dr.B.Mangamma, was a consultant

to APOSS for the syllabus frame work.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

N.A

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

N.A

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

The department has always been encouraging towards continuation of higher education

and placement of student. Most of the students pursue their post graduation and B.Ed.

some of the students have also been placed as teachers in
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schools and some of them are also placed as faculty in our own institution. Ms.Aneepa,

is placed in UNDP, Ms.Swarnalatha, a partially blind girl is placed in ‘Dialogue in the

Darkness’, she has also qualify a NET-UGC exam very recently to name a few.

 13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

The plan of action of the department for the next five years is to:

•  Organize extension lectures.

•  Visit the legislative assembly sessions

•  Conduct surveys on important political issues.

•  Give practical exposure to the students.

Highlights.

• Election survey in 2006.

• Telangana survey in 2010.

Department of Political Science
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15. Department of  Public Administration

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

Mrs.Sunitha is presently pursuing her Ph.D under FDP and Dr.Ramlingam is working as
FDP substitute teacher.

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 B.A(EPP)
E/M 885 427

2 B.A(EPP)
T/M 753 398

3 HSP 852 432

SOCIAL PROFILE

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 B.A(EPP) E/M 7 - 15 8

2 B.A(EPP) T/M 1 2 3 2

3 HSP 2 1 2 6

Students are proficient in English Telugu and Hindi and also their concerned Mother Tongue

Department of Public Administration
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3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus is changed as per university norms every three years and there has been a major

change in the year 2009 with the introduction of a new paper on e-Governance.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate of students in Public Administration is 100%.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The departmental library books are lent to the students for reference. Students aspiring

for civil services are provided with subject and general books.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

For practical exposure the students are taken for field visits like National Police Academy.

Updating learning methods by referring to latest amendments/Acts/Laws introduced by

the Government.

Department of Public Administration
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Motivating students to prepare for civil service/group services and other related jobs and

competitive examinations. Since majority of the students come from lower socio-economic

background, we teachers encourage them to pursue higher studies and explain to them

the importance of education. Personal counseling to student is done in matters of discipline,

behavior, values and societal problems and to face the challenges of modern society.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Mrs.C.Sunitha Lecturer is on FDP to pursue Ph.D

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Dr.T.Padma is on the panel of examiners of Osmania University since 1985. Question

paper setter and chief examiner for First, Second and Final year Degree students of

Women’s College, RBVRR College, Nizam College and St.Francis College.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NA

Department of Public Administration
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11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

NA

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Many students have been well placed at State /National and International level Placement

record could not be maintained as the source of information has not been direct.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  The department proposes to expose the students to subject oriented practical

awareness programmes by means of field visits to different Governmental /

non.Governmental organizations.

•  The Department plans to organize extension lectures on various issues and

developments in the subject.

•  The Department continues motivational efforts to students willing to appear for

Civil Services and other competitive examinations for State, Central and All India

services.

Department of Public Administration
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16. Department of Sociology

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.K.Geetha Rani M.A, M.Phil, (Ph.D) 10 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 HSP 852 432

2 UAS 606 506

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 HSP 2 1 2 6

2 UAS (belong to
the minority)

The students proficient in English, Hindi and Telugu and the UAS group students are

proficient in Urdu and Arabic also.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

       Changes were made in syllabus for Final year Paper-III and IV with the introduction of

project work/practicals

        Paper III – Modern India :Social change ; Development and social issues

        Paper IV – Applications of sociology along with project report.

Department of Sociology
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Department of Sociology

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Departmental Library with 31 books apart from the main library reference books are

provided to encourage students to attempt competitive exams.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

OHP is used as a modern teaching method. Trip two tribal museum enables and helps the

students to explore the world of tribles and enhances their knowledge in the field on

anthropology. Introduction of project report in the curriculum  abreasts the students about

research and also on conducting surveys.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

Faculty gives academic counseling during the time of admissions and personal counseling

is given in the class room,

academic counseling includes the importance of sociology as a subject to attempt Civil

Services.

Paper III 28 28 100 12 11 92

Paper IV 28 28 100 12 11 92
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Department of Sociology

a8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been     benefited

during the past two years.

NA

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Faculty member has registered into the Ph.D course from Osmania University during

academic year 2010-2011.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NA

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

NA

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Many passed out students have been placed at State / National /International levels in

N.G.O’s and teaching professions.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  Motivate students and encourage them to assists and work for N.G.O’s and to

provide solutions to social problems.

•  Assists students in field work/surveys to gain interest in research. Expose the

students to social issues and motivate them to participate in solving social

problems.
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Department of Arabic

17. Department of  Arabic

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.Viquar Unnisa M.A, M.Phil, 20 years

Ph.D

2 Mrs.Ishrath Jahan M.A 2 years

Dr.Khaleda Rehana, retired in the year 2009

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 UAS 606 506

Social Profile

The students of the Arabic Department belong to the Muslim minority community.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Every 3 yeas the syllabus is changed with the introduction of a new book.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Department of Arabic

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The departmental library has 25 books. Reading material is supplied to the students by

the faculty.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Class room and black board is used as teaching method.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Students are encouraged to give seminars  presentations  on specific topics. Arabic

language is taught to the students to enhance their knowledge and also give them the

speaking power. Personal counseling and academic counseling to pursue higher studies

is given to them. Information about financial assistance is provided to the students

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

NA

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

•  Dr.Viquar Unnisa, is a member, Board of Studies of Anwer-ul-uloom college,

Koti Women’s college.

•  Dr.Viquar Unnisa is also the Paper setter and Examiner at Osmania University,

Koti Women’s college and  Anwer-ul-uloom college.
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Department of Arabic

•  Dr.Viquar Unnisa was a consultant for A.P Open School Society for developing

curriculum and Arabic text book.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

NA

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Dr.Khaleda Rehana, (Retd) published a book ‘Tatawwarul Ilmul Hadith Fill Hind’ in

2009.

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

The students are well placed as language teachers and translators not only India but also

abroad. They also help in the documentation of papers due to their knowledge of Arabic

language. Some of the Alumni colleges like: St.Ann’s, Unique Jr.College, Vani jr College

and Anwer-ul-uloom college.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  Guest Lectures by eminent speakers

•  Conduct inter-collegiate, inter-class, group discussions and workshops.
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Department of English

18. Department of English

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.B.Sandhya M.A, M.Phil,
Ph.D 32 years

2 Dr.B.Sudha M.A., Ph.D 27 years

3 Mrs.Rajitha M.A, PGDTE(Ph.D) 24 years

4 Ms.V.Anuradha M.A, (Ph.D) 22 years

5 Ms.Barkha M.A 4 years

6 Ms.Mamatha M.A, PGCTE
(PGDTE) 3 years

7 Ms.Jaya Mala M.A (PGCTE) 3 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

The Students of I yr and II yr General English belong to all the three faculties i.e., B.A, B.Com,

and B.Sc. The Final year students do not have General English.

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 HPML 800 397

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 HPML 3 - 8 8

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

            Nil
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Department of English

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The Department is equipped with 50 computers to enable the students to take the CBT (

Computer Based Test) as prescribed by the university. The students are tested for listening/

comprehension skills. The Department has an LCD for visual presentations. The

Departmental library has 329 books to complement the general library. Most of these

books are borrowed by the students and staff for reference purpose.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

50 computers in the departmental lab enable the students to take the CBT in listening

skills

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Close interaction between faculty and students. Faculty encourage students to participate

and be aware of latest trends and demands in the society. Personal counseling is given to

the students whenever and wherever required.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Department of English

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Four (4) MA English students have been short listed for placement  through JKC of the

College. 6 our staff members are engaged in taking English classes in JKC

(Communication and Soft-skills) for the students to aid them to face interviews.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years
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Department of English

•  Propose to conduct remedial classes for academic weak students

•  Plan to Conduct classes in Soft / Communications/ Interviews / Telephone/skills

and personality development.

•  To take up minor research projects.

•  To conduct seminars and workshops.

Highlights

•  UGC SERO sponsored today State Level Seminar on ‘Current Trends in the

Teaching of English: A Global Perspective’ on 11th and 12th December 2007.
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Department of French

19. Department of French

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mrs.Aarti Simha M.A (Ph.D) 22 years

2 Ms.Rajeshwari M.A 1 year

Mrs.Aarti Simha is presently pursing her Ph.D under FDP and Ms.Rajeshwari has been

appointed against the FDP vacancy

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

The students for French as second language belong to the faculties of Arts, Science and

Commerce. Hence they do not have any entry level competencies.

Social Profile

The social profile of the student also is based on the students of the three faculties.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate of the students is 80%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

 The department has a library and material is also provided to the students.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Class room lecture method is adopted by the department.
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Department of French

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The teachers encourage the students to pursue French at the Post Graduation level.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Mrs.Aarthi Simha, is presently pursuing her Ph.D under FDP and Ms.Rajeshwari is the

substitute teacher.

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty member participates in various seminar and conferences. Updating of

knowledge through paper presentations is pursued. Students are encouraged to participate

in various French musical programmes and some students have also won prizes in such

competitions.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil
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Department of French

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

The students with the knowledge of French language find good placement opportunities

in multinational companies as translators. Some of our alumni are placed in companies

like:HSBC, Accenture, DELOITTE, etc., some of them are also French teachers.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

The department shall continue to encourage the students to pursue higher education in

French and find placement and career opportunities.
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Department of Hindi

20. Department of  Hindi

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.G.Nalini M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D 20 years

2 Dr.Rekha Gamji M.A, M.Phil, Ph.D 19 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

The students for Hindi as second language belong to the faculties of Arts, Science and

Commerce. Hence they do not have any entry level competencies.

Social Profile

The social profile of the student also is based on the students of the three faculties.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

 Every 2 years the syllabus changes and new text books  are introduced.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Department of Hindi

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The departmental library has 65 books apart from the books in the main library.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Class room lecture method is adopted by the department. Interactive method, Recitation,

Elocution and Debates are encouraged in the class room.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The faculty members participate in counseling the students for their personality

development.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Faculty members participate as examiners and chief examiners for exams in Osmania

University and Hindi Maha Vidyalaya and Board of Intermediate.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil
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Department of Hindi

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

The students are placed in Schools as teachers and Banks and Railways as Hindi Officers.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

As is the tradition of the department to conduct ‘Hindi Divas’ every year by organizing

extension lecture, literary competitions, thematic Dance and Drama so shall be the

endeavour to continue this tradition.
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Department of Sanskrit

21. Department of Sanskrit

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.B.Vani M.A, M.Phil,
Ph.D 32 years

2 Mrs.P.Sivakameshwari M.A, M.Phil 6 years

3 Ms.G.Sushmita Goud M.A 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

The students for Sanskrit as second language belong to the faculties of Arts, Science and

Commerce. Hence they do not have any entry level competencies.

Social Profile

The social profile of the student also is based on the students of the three faculties.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus is prescribed by the university and Dr.B.Vani, is the member, Board of Studies

and Resource person in the Syllabus workshops.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate of students is 95%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The Departmental library has 88 books apart from 6000 books in the main library.
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Department of Sanskrit

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Discussions, Seminars, Quiz, Recitation and Reading are conducted to enable the student

to learn the language.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

Faculty gives academic counseling during the time of admission and if required personal

counseling.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Refer to Criterion-III, Research Consultancy and Extension Evaluative Report for

details about the ongoing research projects. Ref.No. 3.2.3 (d) Ongoing Major Research

Project- No.2.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

During the state level seminar conducted by the Department in the year 2008, all the

department of the college were involved in the conduct of the conference and academic

sessions.
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Department of Sanskrit

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Sahithya Sastra and Puranas – Classical Literature.

Dr.B.Vani, has published three books

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

Nil

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

• Enroll more number of students to learn Sanskrit.

• Conduct spoken Sanskrit classes after the college hrs

• Create general awareness among the staff and students about the greatness of

Sanskrit and literature.

Highlights

   Dr.B.Vani, has been awarded the ‘Best Teacher Award’ for the year 2010 by the

Govt. of A.P.

   State level Sanskrit seminar was conducted in the year 2008.
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Department of Telugu

22. Department of  Telugu

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mrs.T.M.Bramarambika M.A.Telugu, 22 years

TPT

M.A.Sanskrit

2 Dr.Ch.Padma M.A, Ph.D 20 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency

etc.,

Entry level competencies

The students for Telugu as second language belong to the faculties of Arts, Science and

Commerce. Hence they do not have any entry level competencies.

Social Profile

The social profile of the student also is based on the students of the three faculties.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The syllabus was changed in the year 2008

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Department of Telugu

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The department has 20 books in library apart from the general library.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

The department follows seminar method interactive lecture method to create interest

among the students

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

The teacher in involved academic and personal counseling

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.
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Department of Telugu

Mrs.Bramarambika, is actively involved in literary activities by writing Suprabatham,

Slokas,  Stotras and recording them as CD’s or publishing booklets. She has released

three CD’s Authored and co-authored books participated in Kavisammelans,

Ashtavadanam, Satavadanam and Interactive sessions on Redio and Televisions

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Guidance is provide to the students regarding various opportunities available for Telugu

Language and Literature students like: Teacher Placements, Translators, Anchoring,

Journalism, Mass media, etc.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  To guide the students to choose Telugu language for their career prospects.

Highlight

•  The department conducted Ashtavadhanam in 2009.

•  Extension lecture in 2010.

•  Mrs.Brahmarambika, is an active litterateur.

•  Dr.Padma, from the Department is an active worker / programme officer of NSS

in the institution she has also been felicitated by the Osmania University for her

services towards NSS.
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Department of Urdu

23. Department of Urdu

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Mrs.Akthar Sultana MA, M.Phil
(Ph.D) 6 years

2 Dr.Sayeed Unnisa MA, M.Phil,
(Ph.D) 2 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

S.NO Group Highest Lowest

1 UAS 606 506

Social Profile

The social profile of the student also is based on the students of the three faculties.

The students of the Urdu Department belong to the Muslim minority community.

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Every 5 years the syllabus is changed.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.
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Department of Urdu

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The library is a major learning resource of the department.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Interactive class room teaching is carried out by the Department.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The teacher participate in academic and personal counseling to the students.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Dr.Athar Sultana, (Presently in telangana University) has published a paper on ‘Iqbal-

or-Ishq-ka-tasawwur’ in Etemaad on 15th May 2006.

Dr.Athar Sultana, (Presently in telangana University) has published a paper on ‘Iqbal-

aurr-Hyderabad’ in Etemaad on 11th Dec 2006.

Mrs.Akthar Sultana, published a paper in the (Siasat daily) on ‘Afsana Ek Taruf’ on 17th

September 2005
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Department of Urdu

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Most of the students are placed as Urdu teachers in Schools.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

Plan to organize extension lectures.

To strive to increase the student strength.

To popularize the language.
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24. Department of Botany(PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.Seshadurga M.Sc,Ph.D 18 years

2 Dr.Sudha M.Sc, Ph.D 12 years

3 Dr.Padmavathi M.Sc, Ph.D 12 years

4 Mrs.Kalyani M.Sc 4 years

5 Dr.Nagamani M.Sc, Ph.D 3 years

6 Mrs.Padmavathi M.Sc, Ph.D 2 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there

after counseling.

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.Sc(Botany) 7 1 7 11

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 92%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

P.G Seminar library with 1378 books and journals. There are labs and one tissue culture

lab with laminar airflow, Autoclave, BOD, Electronic Balance and Spectrophotometer.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Regular classroom teaching, student Seminars, Quiz, Power point presentation, Audio-

Visual aids are used. Students are taken to Botanical tours, Agricultural shows and Research

institutions for Exposure to technology and the current trends of the subject.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Teaching faculty motivate and guide the students in academics and if required personal

counseling is provided.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

-

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty guides their students in project works. Dr.Seshadurga, Dr.T.Sudha Rani and

Dr.V.Padmavathi conduct M.Sc (Botany) classes in B.R.Ambethkar Open University

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil
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11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Many students join the teaching profession and others pursue their further studies.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  Training the students by the organizing workshops.

•  Plan to invite different organizations for campus interviews.
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28. Department of Business Management

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1. Sri.C.Seetaram B.E., PGDBM

2. Mrs.A.Veenapani M.Sc.,
M.B.A.,PGDCA 15 yrs

3. Ms.V.Babitha M.B.A., SLET 11 yrs

4. Mrs.V.V.N.Laxmi M.B.A., M.Phil 11 yrs

5. Mrs.B.Madhavi Latha M.Sc., M.B.A.,
PGDCA, M.Phil 9 yrs

6. Mrs.A.Sravani M.B.A., 2 yrs

7. Ms.Safia Binte Omer M.B.A., 5 yrs

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

        Entry level competencies:
The students are admitted into the course through ICET
entrance test and thereafter through counseling.

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 MBA 6 3 27 19

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Changes in the syllabus is introduced in the year 2010.

II Semester:- a) Business Process Reengineering

          b) Decision Support Systems

III Semester:- a) Leadership and Change Management (Minor)

b) Product and Brand Management (Major)

c) Marketing Engineering (Minor)

d) Relational Database Mgt. Systems (Minor)

Department of Business Management
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IV Semester:- a) Banking and Insurance (Minor)

b) Labour Laws & Employee Relations (Minor)

c) Talent and Knowledge Management (Minor)

d) Customer Relationship Management (Minor)

e) E-Business (Minor)

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The department has a library full automated, provided online catalogue facility through

LAN.  Internet facilities are provided for online access to open resources.  There are

6206 books, 13 international journals, 13 national journals, 12 periodicals and 5

Newspapers.

Computer Lab is well equipped with 65 Pentiums networked on LAN and internet.  We

have a Pentium IV sever and 5 printers (2 Dot matrix, 2 Laser printers and 1 HP 3 in 1)

and Windows 7, MS-office 2007 and Oracle 8i software.

A Reliance Wifi internet is available in the department.

Department of Business Management
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

2 main lecture halls are connected with LAN with access to internet.  These rooms are

equipped with LCD’s, lectures are delivered using these aids to illustrate cases, videos

etc.,  Students are exposed with online cases and self evaluation exercises on web.  Access

to internet on 65 systems is available for the students.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students.

Each faculty member guides 10 students.  Personal counseling and academic guidance

including project guidance is carried out through out the course.  Feedback on academic

progress is done on continuous basis by the Director of the department.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Ms.V.Babitha availed ICSSR scholarship for pursuing her Ph.D in the year 2009-10.

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Teachers of the department have participated in a number of National and International

conferences and have presented Research papers and publications to their credit.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

SNVMV is a corporate member of the Hyderabad Management Association.  Several

lecture meetings and seminars are conducted in collaboration with HMA.  Entrepreneurial

development guidance is given to students like national institutions for Micro, Small and

Medium enterprises, APITCO etc., the college has collaborated with HINDU Business

line and arranged several guest lectures and presentations.

Department of Business Management
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11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

The faculty members have several publications to their credit.

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements.

The department has an annual placement brochure containing the details of college

infrastructure, curriculum and student information.  The brochure is circulated to various

companies to aid placement of our students.  The department has invited MAXBUPA

and India Infoline for campus placement. 18 students have been placed in these firms.

Faculty also helps the students in placements.  Our students have been placed in various

companies like Bank of America, UBC, HDFC, ICICI,

Global Nest, Delloite, TMI consultancy, Google Earth, Infosys, IBM.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years.

•  The department plans to expand its intake to 120 students per year from the present 60

strength.

•  The department aims to conduct a number of faculty development programmes /

seminars.

•  To explore future avenues the department plans to enter the arena of consultancy for

industry and organization.

•  Placement is one area of concentration.  The department plans to tie up with organization

to offer job guaranteed courses in future.

Department of Business Management
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25. Department of  Chemistry(PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.Hameeda Nasreen M.Sc, B.Ed 4 years

2 Ms.Balalakshmi M.Sc 3 years

3 Mr.Mh.AFzal M.Sc 2 years

4 Ms.Asna Shaheen M.Sc 1 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies
The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there
after counseling

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.Sc(Chemistry) 5 2 20 11

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 86%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Well establish and equipped labs with Computer facility.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Apart from the lecture method. Power point presentation,  LCD and  OHP
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7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The teachers provide career guidance.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

-

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty members contribute through participation in seminars and conferences.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

The Post Graduate students of Chemistry find career opportunities as teachers. Students

also find placements in Pharmaceutical Industry.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

Propose to conduct seminar on NMR spectroscopy

Propose to conduct seminar on Asymmetric synthesis
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26. Department of  Commerce(PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.V.Swathi M.Com,
M.Pil,(Ph.D)
PGDBM 12 years

2 Ms.Premalatha M.Com,
M.Phil, MCA,
PGDCA 11 years

3 Ms.V.Saritha M.Com,
(M.Phil)
PGDT &
PGDCA 9 years

4 Ms.Tanveer Fatima M.Com 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies
The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there
after counseling

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.Com 6 0 10 14

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 100%
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5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

a) Commerce Lab b) Commerce computer lab

c) OHP d) LCD    e) Collar mike

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

OHP and LCD are used by the Department apart from the lecture method.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Academic and personal counseling is carried out on a regular basis.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

The faculty members have contributed as resource persons and publication of article.

Mrs.Premalatha, as a resource person for Business statistics B.Com II year Paper in

various institutions. Ms.V.Swathi, published an article on ‘Perceived Locus Of Control

Analysis’.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil
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11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Mrs.Premlatha, co-authored ‘Fundamentals of Information Technology’ for B.Com I

year students published by Telugu Academy in 2010

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Few of our students are placed in various capacities after their Post Graduation.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•  To conduct a workshop on ‘Project Evaluation’

•  Organize an industrial tour for the students.

•  Visit to the stock exchange.
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27. Department of English (PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Ms.Nafeesa M.A (M.Phil) 3 years

2 Ms.Marium M.A 2 years

3 Ms.Manjula Manik M.A, M.Phil 2 years

4 Ms.Sameena Samad M.A, B.Ed 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

         Entry level competencies

The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there
after counseling

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.A(English) 8 1 17 15

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and
contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Nil

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 100%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

Well equipped computer lab, internet facility and English Language lab.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Use of LCD and OHP reference work through internet that goes beyond class room

teaching. CD’s of movies and books to substantiate texts taught.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Regular participation in academic and personal counseling.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Most of the students find placement as English teachers, in BPO’s and some of them are

our own faculty.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

•      Make up for the areas it has not been active so far like

1.    Participation / contribution of teachers to the academic activities including

teaching consultancy and research.

2.   Collaboration with other Departments/Institutions at the State/National

level.
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29. Department of Physics(PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.E.Rukmini M.Sc, B.Ed,
Ph.D 5 years

2 Ms.K.Vijaya M.Sc 4 years

3 Mr.Balakrishna M.Sc 1 year

4 Ms.Prachi M.Sc, M.Phil 1 year

5 Ms.Swarnalatha M.Sc, 1 year

6 Ms.Prashanthi M.Sc 1 year

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there

after counseling.

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.Sc(Physics) 5 1 12 10

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

Syllabus changed in the year 2010-11.

4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 100%

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

One computer lab with 9 systems, four PG lab with sufficient equipment and PG Seminar

library with 405 books.
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6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Computer aided teaching and class room lecture method.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

The faculty members provide academic counseling.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Updating of knowledge through participation in  Seminars/Conferences/Workshops.

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Some of the students pursue teaching career.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

The department would like to encourage students to pursue research.
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30. Department of Zoology (PG)

1. Faculty profile-adequacy and competency of faculty

S.No Name Qualification Experience

1 Dr.Uma Gnana Kiran M.Sc,Ph.D 16 years

2 Mrs.Manjula.M.Reddy M.Sc, B.Ed
(Ph.D) 13 years

3 Dr.Manjusha M.Sc, Ph.D 13 years

4 Dr.Suneetha devi M.Sc, B.Ed,
Ph.D 13 years

5 Dr.C.Jyothsna M.Sc,Ph.D 11 years

6 Dr.Aran Jyothi M.Sc, Ph.D 6 years

2. Student profile-entry level competencies, socioeconomic status, language proficiency
etc.,

Entry level competencies

The admission process is based on entrance exam conducted by the university and there

after counseling.

Social Profile

S.NO GROUP SC ST BC GEN

1 M.Sc(Zoology) 8 1 19 9

3. Changes made in the courses or programmes during the past two years and

contribution of the faculty to those changes.

The old paper the Environmental Physiology changed to Integrated Pest Management.

(Applied Entomology) in the year 2009.
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4. Trends in the success and drop out rates of students during the past two years.

Success rate is 83%. Two of our M.Sc(Zoology) were University Toppers in the year

2005 and 2009

5. Learning resources of the departments-library, computers, laboratories and other

resources.

The PG Seminar Library has 804 books 4- journals and the departmental library has 150

books. There are 2 labs and 1 sericulture room. The equipment in the lab are photo

electric calorimeter, distillation plant, High speed homogeniser, Remi centrifuge, Water

bath (electrical), PH-Meter, BOD incubator, Binocular microscopes, Egg incubator,

Spectro calorimeter, Electrophoresis unit, Laminar flow, Compound microscopes,

Dissecting microscopes, Water bath, Godrej Refrigerator, Over head projector and  Slide

projector.

The students are taken to field trip for exposure in the specialization.

6. Modern teaching methods practiced and use of ICT in teaching-learning.

Lecture-Cum-Demonstration method, Audio-Visual aids,  3-dimentional models and

charts.

7. Participation of teachers in academic and personal counseling of students

Teaching faculty along with imparting knowledge to students in academics also motivate,

support and guide the students in choosing their areas.

Department of Zoology (PG)
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Personal counseling is given to the students to alleviate from personal, psychological

and linguistic problems.

8. Details of faculty development programmes and teachers who have been benefited

during the past two years.

Nil

9. Participation/contribution of teachers to the academic activities including teaching,

consultancy and research.

Nil

10. Collaboration with other departments/institution, at the State, National and

International levels, and their outcome during the past two years.

Nil

11. Priority areas for Research and details of the ongoing projects, important and

noteworthy publications of the faculty, during past two years.

Nil

12. Placement record of the past students and the contribution of the department to

aid student placements

Some of our students are placed as teachers/ lectures, some in banks , some pursue

research and few others B.Ed.

13 Plan of action of the department for the next five years

To motivate and inspire students to :

•      Pursue higher studies-research

•  Entrepreneurship to setup small scale industries like- Sericulture unit, Reeling unit

and  vermiculture.

•  To collaborate with other departments/institution at State level.

Department of Zoology (PG)


